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We are feeling immense pleasure

presenting this magazine to all the

subscribers and readers. We also

welcome them to invest their

invaluable time to browse the

content of this magazine. We, as a

team have provided our level best to

compose the works of the faculty

and students, along with the events

and activities carried out in the

School of Architecture and

Planning BBDU, Lucknow. We

attempted to represent the content

of magazine in a comprehensive

way taking in consideration the

interest and ease of the readers.

We hope that our efforts put into

the making of this magazine would

certainly help the readers, faculties

and students in exploring their skills

and sharing new ideas to make our

fraternity more meaningful and

enlightened.
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“Architecture is sculpture
with gesture of human
occupation”

CHARLES CORREA
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•तेरे लक्ष्य से भटकाने वाला, कौन तु

झको मिला है ?  

• सब्मिशन तो कर देंगे

• नीड का मनिााण

• िैं जोतता आकाश था

•कुसूर

• TO PREVIOUS TIME

•Aesthetics and solar panels: an approach to

introduce integration of solar panels with building

materials.

•Principles & innovative teaching techniques in

architecture .

•An approach to design process.

•Hunger, malnutrition- proactive approach, a

simple solution.

•Adaptive reuse of simulator hall Igrua,

Rai bareli.

•Global warming & Sustainibility

•Passive design techniques for residential building.

•Integrated landscape management – A step

towards sustainable landscapes

•Vertical gardens as an adaptation strategy for

urban areas.

• Slum dwellers in indian cities: india

•Safe re-developed spaces for socializing in local

markets.

•An approach towards planning green urban

development.

•Geographic information system (gis)

technology for disaster management.

•Architectural journey (first client meeting)

•Architectural journalism- as a niche and

mainstream
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01 MESSAGE

“We not only make technocrats at BBD, we

churn out citizens of the world, perfect in all

respect, be it leadership, competence,

confidence, communication, moral or

knowledge…”

– Akhilesh Das Gupta’s Vision

A distinguished political leader, philanthropist,

educationist and social worker, Dr. Akhilesh

Das is the pride of Lucknow city. He has

established himself as a worthy son of his

illustrious father Late Babu Banarasi Das Ji.

It was the idea of Late Shree Akhilesh Das

Gupta to make BBD University A

“Rainbow”, where a variety of all different

courses with different variety of environment

in all departments of University Performing

like Rainbow.

He believed that success depends upon action

and hard work. He was not the only one who

thinks so, but he always tried to instill this will

in those who came in his contact. He was a

person who have had such a profound impact

of the future direction of students. It is a tribute

to his passionate determination that so many

people feel such a deep sense of loss at his

passing.

LATE SHREE AKHILESH DAS GUPTA

BLESSINGS  FROM  THE 

CHAIRMAN

M.B.A., L.L.B.

Ex-Member of Parliament 

(Rajya Sabha)

Hon’ble Founder

Ex-Chairman, BBD Group

SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE & PLANNING
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01 MESSAGE

It gives me immense pleasure to see the

efforts of the team at the SCHOOL OF

ARCHITECTURE that have come forward

in the form of this magazine. The

Department is blessed with an efficient

leadership and very enthusiastic students. It

had been the guiding force by Late Dr.

Akhilesh Das as the motto of BBD

University ever since its inception to bring

about a change in the generation through the

mode of learning and dissipation of

knowledge through conventional and

innovative ways. The academics and the

administration have worked hand in hand to

fulfill this dream. We have put forward the

goal of excellence before us and it is our

determination to achieve the same. It is

therefore appreciable, that the leadership at

the SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE is

willing to strive forward in the same

direction. This magazine is therefore a step

forward in creating excellent learning

environment for the students , documenting

their quality work and displaying the works

of thoughtful minds whether the faculty or

the students ,on the same platform.

Therefore the achievement of the

department in the form of this magazine is

commendable and exhilarating and it instills

a joy, that the works of the part and parcels

of the architecture department are coming

out in a documented form such as this.

I, once again, would like to pray to the

almighty to fulfill the wishes of the faculty

members and the students in their regular

and professional life, may come true, and

success becomes their destiny in the near

future.

(Dr.) Alka Das

BLESSINGS  FROM  THE 

CHAIRPERSON

M.B.A., L.L.B.

Advocate & Social Worker

Chairperson, BBD Group

SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE & PLANNING



On behalf of the BBD Family, I would like

to welcome all the eager readers of this much

awaited magazine at my desk. We at BBD

University endeavor to create milestones in the

academic arena, set to encourage the faculty and the

students to reach new heights. The launch of this

magazine is indeed a step forward in establishing

the esteem of knowledge that BBDU has always

sought for.

It is indeed a great effort on the part of the faculty

and students of School of Architecture and

Planning, BBDU, Lucknow to launch a

magazine dedicated to learning and spreading

innovative ideas and thoughts of professionals,

academicians and scholars in the field of

Architecture and Planning. At the same time,

the thoughts and extracts provided by the

students are synchronous to the contemporary

issues in the related field. The articles

published by the distinguished faculties

provide a large spectrum of details in the

mentioned field. These abstracts and articles

are fine reflection of intellect that the fraternity

possesses in their field. However, it is our

continuous effort to bring the words of the

intelligentsia in the appropriate format to a

forum. The launch of this magazine would

fulfill our desires in the same respect and

perspective. I have been an ardent pursuer of

knowledge in whatever form it comes to me.

This magazine as a well managed and

presented source would certainly help us to

understand the various realms of Architecture

and Planning.

Once again, we are filled with enthusiasm as

we release the first issue of the magazine and

hope that this will take forward the cause of

enlightening the minds with great thoughts and

innovative ideas.
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FROM THE DESK OF VICE

CHANCELLOR

01

Prof. (Dr.) A. K. Mittal

Vice Chancellor, BBDU,

Lucknow

MESSAGE

SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE & PLANNING
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01 MESSAGE

“Today we are living in a world which is

becoming digital and where talent recognizes

no boundaries and creativity and curiosity can

only fuel the future. At BBDU, we have re-

imagined what a university should be in

twenty first century and we are setting new

standards for innovation in pedagogy together

with experimental learning beyond the

classrooms. Our vision is to create a global

knowledge based society which requires

human resources equipped with all human

qualities such as intelligence, physical strength

and moral values. With vision of future and

intent to succeed we create graduates,

professionals to serve community at modern

international workplaces”

Babu Banarasi Das University has its roots

lying deep in quality education practices

that equip each student with broad outlooks to

prepare them for this futuristic world. We are

committed to providing the education that

fulfils the needs of today’s world. Today,

education is not limited to textbook courses

and its practical implementation. Education has

been through a major transformation where

apart from the syllabus, it has become

imperative to inculcate some extra skills in the

students so that they could truly succeed in

their lives. We encourage our students to

perform well in their academics and also to

take active participation in all the co-curricular

activities in order to develop interpersonal

skills, take up challenges, be self-dependent

and most importantly, have a good time while

learning.

MESSAGE  FROM  THE 

PRESIDENT

SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE & PLANNING

Mr. Viraj Sagar Das 

President, BBD Group

“Education is the most powerful weapon  which

you can use to change the world” 

– Nelson Mandela



Prof. Mohit Kumar Agarwal

Dean

School of Architecture & Planning , BBDU
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FROM THE DEAN’S DESK 

MESSAGE

SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE & PLANNING

The seeds of our endeavors have finally sprouted in the form of present magazine. The

much awaited forum of expression has come to the dais . We as a family, at the School of

Architecture, BBDU, Lucknow have made an efforts to nurture our thoughts in the present

magazine, ‘VASTU VUE’ is that mode of expression that we had imagined to be a righteous

way of expressing our thoughts and to mention our deeds as academicians, professionals and

scholars. These thoughts are a reflection of individual persona as well as a propagation of

thoughts and practices that are relevant to the burning issues related to Architecture as a

whole, which are contemporary and celebrated as Retro. These issues span from the urban

concepts to the conservation strategies as also from issues of sustainability to vibrant

features of interior spaces as well. The scholars and students have also put in their level best

to give a portrait of their thoughts on these issues. Souvenirs from the works of students have

also been showcased to boost their morale and to encourage them to become more passionate

towards the profession.

It is indeed a pleasurable moment as the magazine gets published, as it will contribute to the

fraternity in a long way, and would help the stakeholders involved in its release grow

professionally in their life. Also a whole hearted thanks to the editorial board which has taken

the painstaking task of framing the contents of the magazine and the way it should be

presented to the readers.
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A  NOTE FROM THE HOD

01

Prof. Sangeeta Sharma

Head of Department

“School of Architecture & Planning, 

BBDU, Lucknow”

It has been our sincere efforts to increase

the academic bar of the department ever since

it has come into existence. The aim of the

faculty at the department has been to raise the

architectural work quality of the students

without compromising on the knowledge

issue. The publishing of the departmental

magazine is one such noble step in maintaining

that culture which we try to nurture our

students with.

The magazine showcases the hard work

which each element of the department has put

into in making the environment student

friendly at the department, where they could

nurture their innovative ideas and to convert

there concepts to concrete. This magazine

would help the faculties as well as students to

identify and develop their writing skills. The

article section in the magazine portrays the

thoughtful minds that are adhered to the

upcoming frontiers in the field of Architecture

and allied fields. The student's section

portrays the skills that the students are

developing among themselves, whether it is

the case of design, construction, art & graphics

or architectural drawing. The magazine,

therefore has become a major tool in the

skillful expression of the faculty members and

the students at a single platform which would

give a elaborative idea of the life in the School

of Architecture & Planning.

MESSAGE

SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE & PLANNING
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“Architecture is the thoughtful making of space.”

LOUIS KAHN

SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE & PLANNING
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ABOUT SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE

VISSION

MISSION

To nurture and create architects who have the capacity to change the face of our world’s 

tomorrow and that too for the best!

“To provide an equal opportunity to the young generation for evolving their core

competencies for building up their career as a world class business professionals with broad

based foundations , in depth knowledge and versatile personality to meet the challenges of

global economy”

School of Architecture is one of the most dynamic and important part of BBD University.

The School started in the form of ‘Department of Architecture’, in BBDNITM, Lucknow in

the year 1999. The 5-year Degree Course in Architecture was affiliated from Uttar Pradesh

Technical University and the Council of Architecture (under section 20 of Architects Act

1972).

In the year 2011, the ‘Department of Architecture’ came to be known as the ‘School Of

Architecture’ and became an integral part of the Babu Banarasi Das University,

Lucknow. Currently the University runs its full time academic courses and awards degrees

at both Graduate (Bachelors of Architecture) as well as Post Graduate Level (Masters of

Architecture). Over a period of almost 16 years, the School of Architecture has produced

more than 600 Architects working in different sectors of construction industry.

PROGRAMS

BACHELOR IN ARCHITECTURE BACHELOR  OF INTERIOR
DESIGN

BACHELOROF PLANNING

MASTER  OF ARCHITECTURE MASTER  OF ARCHITECTURE-
LANDSCAPE

MASTER IN URBAN & REGIONAL
PLANNING

SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE & PLANNING
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ART ROOM :
To enhance the

calibre of the

students in free hand

drawing and

rendering

techniques, a well

ventilated spacious

art room along with

a storage space has

been provided with

required horse-chair

arranged in circular

fashion.

13

SCHOOL LIBRARY :

The school library house has an invaluable

collection of 1234 books, 24 journals and e-

books through DELNET subscription, built up

over a period of 16 years and deals with the books

of architecture, design and planning fields along

with their allied disciplines.

LIBRARY AUTOMATION :

The School Library is digitally connected to the

Central Library. E-books can be accessed online

through the DELNET subscription.

COMPUTER LAB :

Well equipped, air conditioned labs for CAD and 

other related works.

Computer Lab  is equipped with 40 computer  

systems.

NATA CENTER :

NATA computer lab with 10 terminals centrally 

monitored.

02

SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE & PLANNING

ABOUT SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE
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A quick view of School of Architecture  Babu Banarasi Das University, Lucknow

"All fine architectural values are human values, else not valuable"  
– Ar. Frank Lloyd Wright

CONSTRUCTION YARD:-

02

SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE & PLANNING

“Architecture starts  when you  carefully  put two bricks together.  There  it begins”
- Mies Van der Rohe

ABOUT SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE



MODEL ROOM

Without a model,

architectural building and

its philosophy cannot be

expressed, therefore a

model room with sufficient

space for its display and

storage has been provided

where students can display

their project and thesis final

models.

15

SURVEY/CLIMATE

LAB

For the smooth

conduction of physical

surveys and experiments,

the department has a

dedicated survey lab

which comprises of

latest instruments for the

high-tech surveys and

analysis in order to

acquaint students with

the techniques and

methodologies of various

kinds of survey related

field and drawing works.

02 ABOUT SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE



TEACHER’S TRANING

PROGRAMME

SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE,

BBDU, LUCKNOW
A Five Day National Teachers Training

Programme on Documentation and

Technical Writing in Architecture was

organised by School Of Architecture BBDU,

Lucknow in a joint effort with the Council Of

Architecture and NIASA lead by Prof.

Jayashree Deshpande, Director Council Of

Architecture,TRC Pune.

This programme aimed to provide information

and learning of documentation and technical

writing process amongst practicing Architects

and teachers in the field of Architecture

through guest lectures . The programme was

initiated with lamp lightning by The Chief

Guest Professor Amogh Gupta, member

Executive Council COA, The Vice Chancellor

BBDU, Lucknow Prof. A. K. Mittal, The

Chief Executive Director BBDEG, Lucknow,

R.K. Agarwal, The Dean Students Welfare

BBDEG, Lucknow, Dr. Kamil Rizwi, The

Registrar BBDU, Lucknow. Dr. Sudharma

Singh, The Dean Applied Sciences BBDU,

Lucknow, Dr. S. Ahmed Ali. The programme

started with Ganesh Vandana and welcome

speech by Dean, School of Architecture

BBDU, Lucknow, Prof. Mohit Kumar

Agarwal.

The Training programme invitees were

Spokespersons from varied field of

Architecture namely Prof. Rachna Khare,

Bhopal , Prof. Sagar T.S., Tumkur, Prof.

Nandita, Bangalore, Prof. Madhumita Roy,

Kolkatta, Prof. Alok Ranjan,Jaipur, Prof.

Debashish Nayak, Prof. Vandana Sehgal,

Lucknow, Prof. Rajat Kant, Lucknow,

Prof. Asheesh Srivastava, Lucknow.

The Programme was accomplished with the

vote of thanks given by the Head Department

of Architecture, Prof. Sangeeta Sharma.

16
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The name National

Association of Students of

Architecture (NASA INDIA)

is the largest Architectural

Student Body of Asian Sub

Continent covering 200+

Colleges in the color of the

existing implications in our

field to become an important

part of this knowledgeable

festivity of Architecture.

The main aim of NASA

INDIA is to provide the best

exposure and knowledge to let

the students gain a life time

experience through its

activities and events. Indeed,

“experience is the best

teacher.” The activities and

Trophy Design problem were

well- organized and student

friendly. The invaluable

experience earned at NASA

will help the students in their

future professional endeavors.

SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE & PLANNING 17

NASA-201703

Kaushlendra ,Vineet & Arpit in design 24 (hand based) , design 12 and design 6 (software based).

Aashish verma (3rd year) got second prize in product design.

Mohd Rehan(3rd yr)& mohd Arman(5th yr) won 3rd prize in fun events.

Divyansh Verma of 5th year won first prize in photography.

Informals events was successful by the best performance of nidhi giri , vinneet vinay, sonakshi tewari 3rd year 

who won second and third prizes respectively

STUDENTS ACHIEVEMENTS-

ZO-NASA 2017 “AT” ROYAL SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE- GUWAHATI



In ZONASA our students

finished with holding 10th

position that us made feel

proud, inspired and

motivated.

18

NASA-201703

“Architecture 

should speak of 

its time and 

place, but yearn 

for 

timelessness.”

Frank Gehry

ZO-NASA 2017 “AT” ROYAL SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE- GUWAHATI

SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE & PLANNING



STUDENTS INTERVIEW-

We students of BBD UNIVERSITY,

LUCKNOW (SCHOOL OF

ARCHITECTURE) participated in

Annual NASA Design Competition 2k17

and chose an abandoned rural park situated

in Mahore, Lucknow to transform it into an

Eco Park. The area was around 500 sqft

surrounded by residential community.

HOW WE RECREATED THE

SPACE?

We took five days to complete our task

with a team of fifteen students. We used

raw materials, such as tires for seating,

glass bottles to lighten up the park using

bulb enclosed in it, wall paintings depicting

the yoga postures, alphabet and some

inspirational quotes to compose the walls

and to inspire people. We created pathways

with interlocking bricks so that it would be

easy for the people to reach the temple,

we planted some plants for good and

healthy environment . The park have had a

temple of lord Shiva, we provided a canopy

made up of fixing bamboos. We Students

contributed our effort as a part of

SWACHCHHA BHARAT ABHIYAN

CHANGE IS HAPPENING –

RE-IMANGINING ALTERNATIVE  URBAN SPACES.

04
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NEWSPA PER CUTTING                 

NIASA-ANDC

ANNUAL NASA DESIGN CO MPETITION-NASA 2017
OBJECTIVE:

To evolve a design for an abandoned public

space that has the potential to be a vibrant

urban social space with affordable budget

and ensure the use of ecological materials

keeping in mind the public opinion.

TEAM MEMBERS-
Janmejay,Rohit,Narendra,Atul,Alok,Arun,Pranjal,
Ashish,Utsav,Vishal,Vikash Maurya,
Vikash Gautam,Priyanshi,Priya,Sonakshi

SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE & PLANNING



This proposal used a series of architectural interventions to fill the recreational needs for the community.

The project had the possibility to provide unique amenities. The proposal had an objective that anything

considered as abandoned is not waste ,but it has an opportunity to be redefined. With this approach we

turned a cultural park into an Eco Park.

20

04 NIASA-ANDC

Nature
The language of real space

ANNUAL NASA DESIGN CO MPETITION-NASA 2017

ZONING

SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE & PLANNING



ARCHITECTURAL 
DESIGN  PROBLEM

A Gazebo and a Stall,
was given to the
students and a lecture
on spatial arrangement
regarding these spaces
and their aesthetics

was delivered to them.

BASIC DESIGN-
Lectures involved basic design

elements and principles. Positive

and negative space. Addition and

subtraction of solids and how are

these involved in shaping

meaningful space. How are these

design elements and principles are

used and how they govern the

basic design of a built form.

2121

FIRST  YEAR

SPACE AND ARCHITECTURE:
Understanding of the space and defined shapes and forms,

composition with lines and six lines, etc. The exercises

helped student understand the fabrication a meaningful

space by using different entities of elements of design.

FORM & TRANSFORMATION:
To assume a conjectural output of the transformed

structure by transforming space or a built form.

ORDERING 

PRINCIPLES:-

STUDENTS WORK05

SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE & PLANNING



A Mono- functional unit is a

space which is designed for a

single function - say , sitting, to

gather, inspect, check, transact,

display, etc. The spaces related

to these functions can be a

Gazebo, a Bandstand,

a Guard room, an ATM, a

Kiosk, a Stall respectively. A

Gazebo or a Bandstand

requires a space which is

dedicated to a private or a

formal gathering, whereas a

Guard Room with a small

check point at the Entrance/

Exit to a campus where one or

two Guards can sit, relax, and

keep there belongings and

records safe. An ATM on the

other hand is a very frequent

space now a days where people

visit quite often for

transactions, therefore it

features ATM machine room

along with an adjacent server

room for storage of the data

and computer peripherals. A

Kiosk or a Stall on the other

hand is a mini business

installation at busy market

street or a park where a fair is

going on. These spaces are

designed for a single function

as required by the user for local

interaction of people.

2222

MONO – FUNCTIONAL 

UNIT PUBLIC PARK

ART GALLERY

FIRST  YEAR

STUDENT’S WORK05

SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE & PLANNING
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FIRST  YEAR

STUDENT’S WORK05

UNDER STANDING  TRANSFORMATION

ART & GRAPHICS

MOTIF DESIGN

CONSTRUCTION & DESIGN

MODEL MAKING

PAINTING

SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE & PLANNING
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CONCEPT

FORM  EVOLUTION

PROJECT -CANTEEN DESIGN:

05 STUDENT’S  WORK

SECOND  YEAR

SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE & PLANNING
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SECOND  YEAR

An elevation is a horizontal

orthographic projection

a building on to a vertical

plane, the vertical plane

normally being parallel to one

side of the building.

A building section shows a view

along with an imaginary line cut

through the building, indicating

structural and construction

elements. Use the following

checklist to ensure your drawings

are complete and provide enough

information to verify

Building Code requirements. A

sample drawing is shown as

below.

STUDENT’S  WORK05

ELEVATION  & SECTION

FLOOR  PLANS

SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE & PLANNING



FALLING WATER PAINTING:-

Use of Rendering techniques in

various mediums like oil pastels, dry

crayons, water colours, charcoal and

poster colours, pen and ink.

2626

SECOND  YEAR

By-

Rupal Goel,B.Arch II year

BY-

Rahul kumar B.Arch. Ii year

By-

Saumya Singh,B.Arch. 

II Year

ARTS AND GRAPHICS: To develop a  sense of appreciation of Indian Arts & Crafts.

FALLING WATER

05 STUDENT’S  WORK

HEYDAR ALIYEV CULTURAL 

CENTRE

SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE & PLANNING
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Design of motifs & objects:-

Designing small scale models

of gate, grill, railing and jaali in

suitable materials.

Enlargement and rendering of the

Indian Decorative Motifs in

ink.

2727

SECOND  YEAR

Drawing and designing

of decorative elements

for Interior display

(drawing room, living

room etc.)

Understanding of

sensibilities of

materials by

transforming in

different mediums.

ARTS AND GRAPHICS:- “Developing the skills to design smaller elements of building”

Designing of murals, sculptures, furniture, pottery

and fountains for outdoors in suitable materials:

05 STUDENT’S  WORK

SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE & PLANNING
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SECOND  YEAR 

To gain knowledge of the development of architectural form with reference to technology, style and 

character in  the prehistoric world and in ancient  Egypt, West Asia, Greece and Rome .

“ Landscape and culture of Ancient Egypt-history -religious and funerary beliefs and practices -

monumentality tomb architecture: evolution of the pyramid from the Mastaba–Great Pyramid of  

Cheops, etc.”

HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE

05 STUDENT’S  WORK

SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE & PLANNING
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THIRD  YEAR                      

OBJECTIVE: 

Understanding Design as a function of specific agenda such as role of climate in designing  in a low 

rise multifunctional building like residence.

HOUSE/STUDIO FOR ARTIST

05 STUDENT’S  WORK

SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE & PLANNING



OBJECTIVE:-

Understanding Design as a function of specific

agenda such as role of climate in designing in a

low rise multifunctional building like residence.

ABOUT THE DESIGN PROBLEM :-

An artist is a person with exceptionally

innovative and creative skills. His mindset, his

thought process is all influenced by the

surroundings he lives in. Designing an Artist’s

House is of great significance to begin the

learning process of design.

This project is the part of Third year architectural

design of the B.Arch. At the beginning of the

course, students are not much aware of the

conventional forms or logical design solutions.

Students are extremely creative when they are

unaware of the actual process of transforming the

project into reality but later on, as progress with

the course, they tend to restrict themselves.

The climate and environment have always been

critical issues for the design of Architecture.

Although they have been neglected for a certain

time period the need of designing with response

to the climate in today’s context is undeniable.

The necessity is even more in the Indian context

where resources are limited and the inhabitants

like to live in compliance to nature. The residence

has to be nature friendly and its design should

take into account the specific site and climatic

conditions climate.

30303030

THIRD  YEAR                       

HOUSE/STUDIO FOR ARTIST
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THIRD  YEAR

Students have to design a

house-cum-studio for the

artist’s family with the

primary objective of

providing a conducive

environment for living

and working. The

residence has to be

nature friendly and its

design should take into

account the specific site

and climatic conditions.

The residence is to be

design as a detached

house with specific set

backs in all four sides.

Duplex, Mezzanine and

stilt level design s can

also be explored as

specific feature of

particular .

ELEVATIONS

HOUSE/STUDIO FOR ARTIST

05 STUDENT’S  WORK
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• PARKING

•No government authorized  

parking  available, & lack of 

surface parking.

• MARKET PLACE

No particular area for 

market, only temporary 

shops cover majority of 

market seen along the road.

• WATER  ATM

Safe water for tourists not 

available.

GARBAGE DUMP 

STATION

No government provision for 

dump stations.

• BIO GAS PLANT

As most surrounding land 

has animal waste, a bio gas 

plant can be installed to meet 

the electricity need.

• STREETSCAPE

Street lights, sitting furniture   

& adequate landscaping 

features  need to be 

developed.

• RAIN BASERA

No temporary structures in 

case of rain.
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FOURTH  YEAR

Naimisharanya (Neemsaar), a small

town in Sitapur district, around 90

kilo meters away from Lucknow, is

a well known sacred place for

pilgrimage in Uttar Pradesh, India.

Naimisaranyam is located at the junction of the roads from Sitapur and Khairabad , 32 km

from Sitapur and 42 km from the Sandila railway station, 90 km north of Lucknow in Uttar

Pradesh. Naimisaranya is also known as Nimsar or Nimkhar and is located on the left bank

of the river Gomti.

LOCATION :

SITE LAYOUT OF PROPOSED AREA :

ISSUES:

URBAN  REDEVELOPMENT

05 STUDENT’S  WORK
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FOURTH  YEAR

PROPOSED SITE LAYOUT :

PILGRIMAGE CENTER :

•To improve

tourism

facilities.

•To cater

national &

international

pilgrimages.

•To provide

economical

accommodatio

n along with

well connected

transport

facilities.

3 STAR HOTEL :

HOUSING  UNITS :

05 STUDENT’S  WORK
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Meditation can be

defined as a practice

in which an

individual focuses his

or her mind on a

particular object,

thought or activity to

achieve a mentally

clear and emotionally

calm state.

Lord Shiva is known

for his meditation, so

evolving the form of

the building from this

statue.
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FOURTH  YEAR

FORM EVOLUTION :

CONCEPT :

SITE ANALYSIS :

05 STUDENT’S  WORK
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CONCEPT-
Leaf is the smallest part of a tree which acquires the energy it needed from sun

light. The same phenomenon applied in the project, the energy it needed to be

consumed from sun, water for rain water harvesting .

THERMAL
CONDUCTION

35

FIFTH  YEAR
THESIS TOPIC- SUSTAINABLE NEIGHBOURHOOD  ISLAND, COCHIN
MD. AASIF IQUBAL

20 PASSENGER BOAT

CONNECTIVITY

ORIENTATION

ROAD

WATERWAY

PEDESTRIAN & CYCLE TRACK
LEGEND-

SITE  VIEW

SITE  SECTION

PROPOSED LAYOUT  PLAN

CONVECTION THERMAL 
RADIATION

COLLECTORS
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FIFTH  YEAR- THESIS 

RESIDENCE  DESIGN  CONCEPT

05 STUDENT’S  WORK

FLOOR PLANS

SECTIONAL  ELEVATION

SKETCHES

3-D VIEWS
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COMMERCIAL BLOCK FLOOR PLAN

ELEVATION  AND SECTION

FIFTH  YEAR- THESIS 
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Economics of a new hotel will center upon

the cost of construction and furnishing.

These costs represent, together with the cost

of the land, the amount of money that is to

be invested. It was stated that dollar income

per room $1000 should be spent in the

construction of that room. With the

knowledge that the cost of the room would

also carry its proportionate share of every

other part of the structure such as hotel

lobby, the dining rooms, the bars, the

corridors, the offices, the laundry, the

kitchens, and all other facilities found in the

hotel.

FIFTH  YEAR  
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PROPOSED FIVE STAR’ HOTEL
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EAST DELHI HUB, NEW DELHI
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DISSERTATION TOPIC:-
“CONTROLLING PSYCHOLOGICAL BARRIERS OF PRISONERS THROUGH
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN”

414141

Our society is regulated by three institutions for maintaining social order

`

It is observed throughout the history, prisons are known as the places for giving

punishment as revenge to the wrong doers in the society. In the ancient time these places were

used as waiting places and after getting the penalty amount prisoners were released and hence the

prisons were not designed keeping in view the facilities of a residential accommodation–

inhuman conditions.

Even the Prisons were located within a sewer system beneath ancient Rome, and

contained a large network of dungeons (a dark underground prison in castle) where prisoners

were held in squalid conditions, contaminated with human waste.

MENTAL TORTURE

GALLEY
PHYSICAL TORTURE       

In these days different governments and

administration of Jail department has

entirely changed their views about

prisons. It is thought that recidivism

cannot be checked by giving different

mental and physical punishment and

denying freedom of the prisoners. The

idea is changed to rehabilitation and

reformation so that the prisoners when

released may also stop people from doing

crime. This may reduce the crime in the

society and also reduce the crowd in jails.

The best proof of it can be felt from the

change of name jail departments which is

now called as “Prison Administration &

Reform Services UP, India.”
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In these days different governments and administration of Jail Department has entirely changed

their views about prisoners. It is thought that recidivism cannot be checked by giving different

mental and physical punishment and denying freedom of the prisoners. The idea is changed to

rehabilitation and reformation so that the prisoners when released may also stop people from doing

crime. This may reduce the crime in the society and also reduce the crowd in jails. The best proof of

it can be felt from the change of name jail departments which is now called as “Prison

Administration & Reform Services UP, India.”

Architecture has a very important role on the psychology of human being in different campus.

Prison is such a campus where its role becomes most important. A person as soon as becomes a

prisoner is firstly attacked by depression. Hard architecture, uncomfortable & unhygienic living

conditions and crude behaviour of staff and other prisoners also has negative impact on the

psychology of prisoners.

Psychological Effects:-

Emotional withdrawal, Depression, Suicidal thoughts or action, Increasing hostility (an unfriendly

or hostile state , attitude or action) Long time prisoners have an obsessive (thinking about something

or someone too much or in way i.e. not normal) fear of deteriorating due to imprisonment.

The huge damage to an inmate is the loss of their life in the outside world and relation with the

family members.

Delusions(a false idea, a belief that is not true), Dissatisfaction with life, Claustrophobia (a fear of

being in closed or small space ) Depression, Feelings of panic, Madness, Stress, Denial,

Nightmares and the inability to sleep (a very bad dream that frightens a sleeping person), Phobias,

Substance abuse, Criminal activity, Self destructive behaviour Four short term affects that have been

noted by prison psychologist include feelings of:-

Guilt, Shame, Suicidal tendencies, Fear of becoming, or having become homosexual.

IMPACT OF DIFFERENT ENVIRONMENT IN PRISON
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Other Effects Are :

•Dependence on institutional structure and contingencies .

•Interpersonal distrust and suspicion (a feeling of doubt).

•Emotional over control, alienation and psychological distancing .

•Social withdrawal and isolation (a withdrawing or separation of person’s affection from an object

or position of formal attachment).

•Incorporation of exploitative norms of prison culture .

•Diminished sense of self-worth and personal value .

Post – traumatic stress reaction to the pains of imprisonment (a very difficult or unpleasant

experience that causes someone to have mental or emotional problems usually for a long time)

The threat or persistent fear of victimization among inmates. Hyper vigilance is a key component

of anxiety related syndromes Fear of the unknown, Distrust of authoritarian environment, lack of

apparent control over the future, isolation from family, the shame of imprisonment and the

dehumanization effects of imprisonment.

The stresses developed in inmates and staff influences the rehabilitation process. It is necessary

to create pleasing and positive environment through architectural design i.e. different elements,

spaces. The massiveness of the structures like thick / high / monotonous boundary walls, use of

inferior quality materials, excessive light in barracks, dim light in cells, severe hot and cold

conditions due to grill door / windows colourless views, unpleasing sounds, barren lands without

green grass cover / flowering and shady plants, unhygienic conditions, bad drainage, seepage etc.

are so many factors which has a negative impact on the psychology of the prisoner who are

separated from their family members and free outside world.

A well architecturally designed prison shall enhance the rehabilitation programme by removing

mental stress of the prisoners. It will also have a positive impact on the staff which will create a

healthy prisoner – staff relationship. It plays a vital role in the healthy adjustment of the inmates

inside prison. Ultimately it creates positivity which is the basic for the rehabilitation.

EMOTIONAL WITHDRAWAL

DEPRESSION

SUICIDAL THOUGHT CLAUSTROPHOBIA
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EXISTING BOUNDARY WALLS:-

HIGH, MASSIVE & MONOTONOUS - HARD 

EFFECT

PROPOSED BOUNDARY WALLS:-

FRESCOES SHALL BE MADE & SAYINGS

SHALL BE WRITTEN ON THE WALLS FOR

AN EYE BREAK TO MAKE THE MASS

LIGHTE EFFECT OF SOFTNESS.

THIS WORK SHALL BE CARRIED OUT BY

THE SELECTED PRISONERS THROUGH

TALENT HUNT. THEY WILL ALSO BE

ENGAGED IN THE MAINTENANCE OF IT.
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DISSERTATION TOPIC:-
TO ACHIEVE THE AFFORDABILTY IN HIGH RISE DEVELOPMENTS

THROUGH MODULAR CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES

Why Build 

Modular ?

Nowadays there is a main concern that should always be present in our minds; it is important to

integrate and reconcile the economic, social and environmental aspects within a holistic and

balanced sustainable development framework.

Therefore, the construction sector has been facing a profound change in the materials used, new

processes and approaches. According to this new aim, a new concept of structures had been born;

A concept is more often seen as an abstract idea of something, being it materialization always

faced as a challenge. Therefore the challenge of this Dissertation is to create a system that could be

able to erect, literally, a structure and, simultaneously, create conditions for the construction of a

building, through the appliance of the concept of Modular Houses and Top Down Construction.

For the implementation of these new concepts analysis study were created for the construction of a

student residential building.

Development and operating margins in real state have continued to diminish over the past 30 years

as the industry has been more efficient. Markets participants have utilized every advantage at their

disposal and completion has been squeezed outexess profit in the form of higher land and

acquisition prices

The basic concept of modular construction substantially utilses offsite construction and assembly

for potentially more challenging online construction methods Modular construction is essentially a

construction method where individual modules are constructed offsite, stand alone transported to

the site and are then assembled together onsite to make up a larger structure.

•GREENER

Less site disturbance

Greater flexibility and

reuse

Less material use

Improved air quality

•FASTER

Reduced construction

schedule

Elimination of weather

delays

Built to code with quality

materials

• SMARTER

Safer construction

Better engineered

building and BIM

STUDENT WORK05
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CONSIDERATIONS IN MODULAR CONSTRUCTION

1. Design Considerations

2. Structural considerations

3. MEP Considerations

4. Sustainability Considerations

5. Legal Considerations

6. Financial considerations

PROJECT DETAILS

PROJECT - HIGH RISE OFFICE BUILDING

LOCATION - LUCKNOW , Uttar Pradesh

Site Area = 15405 sqm

Ground Cover = 30% (New / developing area)

F.A.R. = 2.5 = 2.5*15405 Purchasable F.A.R = 50% of F.A.R. (New / developing area)

Setbacks 15m from all sides Height Restriction = 100 mts

Traditional vs. Top Down Construction Method

❑ The main difference between the Traditional and the Top Down Construction method is

related to the need of erect every material to their final place, while for the top down

method the materials are assembled on the ground level , reducing significantly the time

dependent.

❑ Therefore it is easy to conclude that the process of erecting a module to the fifth storey takes

five times more time to be concluded , neglecting the difficulty in a possible adverse weather

condition.

❑ Both methods have significant differences in the time schedule and obviously in final costs.

In order to optimize the process in time schedule and cost it is recommended a balance within

the no. of workers needed and their tasks could be carried out simultaneously otherwise the

cost and time schedules could be compromised. Consequently the modular concept should

be fully implemented in all parts of the structure as possible in order gather in one small

structure many different materials.

❑ The process of estimation of the schedule may be not very predictable due to the fact that is

depending of many Variables such as no. of workers, for instance.

STUDENT WORK05
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M.ARCH (LANDSCAPE ) 

INTRODUCTION :-

City is an alive and dynamic system, where parks and green spaces are part of it. They are valuable

because of their effective role in reducing the urban density, completing and improving the

functioning of educational, cultural, residential facilities and reserve land for future expansion of the

city.

The industrialization and urbanization which is growing at quite a pace, cannot stop, nor should it,

but growth of such development must not deprive us of the natural gift of ecological balance or eat

away open spaces of intrinsic value in the landscape patterns -we have to understand that nation’s

cultural resources go beyond its temples, mosques, sculpture and miniatures, of equal importance

are our naturally endowed open spaces, out trees, plants, ponds, rivers, lakes, birds, animals, the

breath taking beauty of our sunsets, the timeless quality of hills and valleys.

The Ecological Park strives to realize an older vision of the city as a garden, blurring the distinction

between the two. Yet it also employs the most up-to date methods to minimize such impacts of city

life as urban runoff, air pollution, and traffic noise. Through the design of healthier open spaces, it

echoes the nineteenth-century notion of parks as the “lungs of the city”.

AIM :- By identifying all the issues generated through industrialization, urbanization and increase

in population, and by considering all the natural potentials on site, to evolve a Process, considering

all the parameters in the study, to design an urban ecological park.

OBJECTIVES:-keeping the above points in mind, the objectives of the thesis are as follows:

•To identify all the issues generated through industrialization, urbanization and due to increase in

population.

•To identify all the natural potentials on site.

•To study all the parameters that are: physical and ecological, environmental, cultural and

educational, for designing a sustainable urban Eco park.

•To study the effect of these recycle/re-usage of material on environment.

•To study the effect of climatic changes on the environment created by using recyclable / waste

material.

•To provide environmental and ecological education by private investment to develop the training.

•To provide leisure and cultural services .

474747

DISSERTATION TOPIC:-

REUSE OF WASTE MATERIAL IN CREATION OF LANDSCAPE:URBAN ECO PARK 

AT  LUCKNOW.
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SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY: -

1. The study focused on reuse of waste generated from the

nearby huge park.

2. To identify only those waste / recyclable material this can

withstand the extremes of climate condition of tropical area.

3. The study also includes the characteristics of eco-parks in

other countries especially which have similar climate, economic

and social condition.

4. The study also contains definition of standards, instructions

and special provisions for the legalization of ecological criteria,

in construction of new buildings and open spaces and public

place.

METHODOLOGY: -

Defining the study region in the entire context.

Identifying all the natural potentials on site.

Considering all the parameters required in designing the urban

Eco park such as:

a. Physical and ecological

b. Environmental

c. Educational and cultural

Identifying all the issues on site Preparing a comprehensive plan

to construct and develop the eco-parks.

Inferences from the case studies

Association of the people to Urban Eco Park and the activity

pattern

Conclusions and design development Proposals
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CONCLUSION:

The recycle and reuse concept was

the trend in the world.

It was one of the ways for us to

achieve sustainable living.

Recycled products and materials

were not favor in local

construction practice. However,

there were many creative ideas

which had not been tried to

utilizing the recycle materials.

In fact they have a lot of hidden

potential for

landscape architect to explore. It is

time for us to use our creative

mind to design a landscape, not

only ornamental prefect but also

environmentally favorable.
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DISSERTATION TOPIC:- “THE IMPACT OF RELIGION ON LANDSCAPE IN
INDIA”
“A Souvenir Reflection through Hinduism”

-A case of Shri Buddheswar Mahadev Temple at Lucknow.

INTRODUCTION :-

India is often referred to as the land of religious and cultural plurality and diversity. The larger 

Indian society is pluralistic, giving rise to cultural diversity and a symbiotic relationship among 

communities. Communities developed their sacred geography based on their faith and the belief in 

structures specific to their individual cults by marking on the ground their meanings for places and 

natural features. International principles of consecrated values and categories are examined on 

real ground situations through explore the religious and cultural landscape within the context of 

India’s faiths /beliefs. Shri Buddheshwar Mahadev Temple -an age-old ancient temple in Lucknow 

and is situated on Mohaan Road (Kanpur by pass road) in Lucknow. This temple is of an ancient 

time and is said to be re-founded by Raja Bakshi during Nawab's time.The site area is of 6.42 

acres, with the accessible roads on the three sides. Considerably the site is divided into three major 

zones.

Zone 1: The Main Temple platform.

Zone 2: The Dry Sarowar.

Zone 3: The Utility area.
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ABOUT THE TOPIC :-

THE SKY

An elliptical entrance foyer representing endless universe or multi-directional entity. The space is 

enclosed by a periphery owing by the ten gateways for all the ten cardinal directions. The lowered 

flooring of the foyer is to pose the sky through the gateways. The niches then created between the two 

adjacent gateway represent as special garden that surround this place, the "NAV GRAH" garden 

dedicated to all the nice planets of the endless universe.

THE WATER

The semi critical stipulations of the place lead to conceptualize a stagnant water body. This water body 

is not only the representation on one of the five elements of the cosmo mandal but also will serve to 

balance the ecology.

M.ARCH (LANDSCAPE) 

THE AIR

This zone of the temple complex is used to serve a

large lot of people, for events like “Bhaagwat”,

“Samuhik Yagya”, “Pravachan” etc. the place other

then this can also be used for yoga. Since the place

will nurture the existence of air , which always

surrounds us, the element of landscape like brick

jail together with light weight temple bells are used

on the north-west side of the zone adjacent to the

step-well.

THE FIRE

A mandap and a mundan platform is provided in

this zone. To bring out fire element of landscape

lamppost with fire breather and ancient deep

‘stambha’ is provided.

THE EARTH

The portion remaining is the amphitheater and the

prasadagrah, which relates earth as the fifth element

of nature, and also provides the visual of samudra-

manthan as a major entity
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DISSERTATION TOPIC:- “PROMOTION OF TOURISM: A CASE OF AGRA ”

INTRODUCTION :-

Tourism has been regarded as non-priority sector with regard to state economic planning. This view

has recently undergone a shift and tourism is now perceived as a significant contributor to the

economy, specifically as generator of employment for all sectors of society.

It is now been a major social phenomenon of societies all over the world driven by the natural urge of

every human being for new experiences, and the desire to be both educated and entertained. The

motivations for tourism also include religious and business interests the spread of education has

fostered a desire to know more about different parts of the globe. Tourism, as an instrument of

economic development and employment generation, particularly in remote and backward areas, has

been well recognized all over the world over. It is a large service industry globally in terms of gross

revenue as well as foreign exchange earnings.

Uttar Pradesh is identified as indogangetic plain of India in northern part of country. It has the core

image as “Hindu Heartland”. It has major tourist attractions at Agra, Varanasi,Lucknow etc. with

attractive riverfronts that can be developed. Each of these region are either known for it’s historical

monument or it’s spiritual traditions. In spite many resources of these regions are declining in

abundance.

Considering Various problems and potential in the district there is an urgent need to seek alternatives

and supporting greater tourist inflow in the region. Sustainable tourism development is the only option

available coupled with community based sustainable projects. Thus the main aim of the project would

be development of this Indogangetic plain through sustainable tourism development which would

benefit the community and stimulate regional development

•Bring tourism to the main stream of administration and development programmes of Uttar Pradesh.

•Develop strategies to enhance the role of Tourism in development of town

•Promote role of tourism in economic development of the city.

M.ARCH (URBAN AND REGIONAL PLANNING)
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Yamuna 

kinara 

road

▪Yamuna kinara road to be developed for direct access towards tag.

▪ Yamuna kinara road is propoesd to be redeveloped as partial road widening

and remaining 1.2km congested area to be developed as elevated road

▪ Development of this road will facilitate tourist to get better tag experience.

▪ Moving along the Yamuna and approaching tag will be altogether be a

different experience and otherwise too it will reduce rush from the narrow lanes

leading to taj.

▪Total length of the road-2.5km

Length of the road in congested area-1.2km
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❖Village Experience: A narrow bridle path

though agriculture fields take visitors into the

ancient village of Kachhpura, associated with

the history of Taj Mahal. Kachhpura village

was originally the property of the Hindu King

of Kachh, Raja Maan Singh; who also owned

the lands on which Taj Mahal stands

❖Kachhpura provides an insight into the

local culture and rural life of the region.

Glimpses of traditional lifestyle of the villagers

are seen through few elders smoking hookah,

shoe making, local village gym, visit to a

typical community household (living area,

cooking area, religious area, etc). The streets

are adorned with brightly coloured small

houses with elaborate doorway and niches

which were used for lighting the house with

candles or diyas historically.

❖Warm hospitality: the guests are welcomed

by traditional aarti by village girls followed by

singing and garlanding. To rejuvenate the spirit

of the visitor’s and small refreshment is

arranged by the community on terrace of a

house providing incredible view of the Taj

which is a mesmerizing and unforgettable

experience.

❖raditional livelihood: During the walk, you

can stop and talk to the local cottage industry

for leather shoe making in Agra which makes

Agra an exporter in the Shoe industry all across

the globe. Women groups are involved in

making cloth bags, hand fans from waste, local

musical instrument and toys which can be

shopped from the stall near the central

courtyard. Pottery making can be seen along

with trying your hands on it to make small

earthen ware.

❖Humayu Mosque is another important

monument which is situated inside the village.

This is a peculiar kind of mosque ever built by

Mughals in India.
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MAIN ATTRACTION OF KACHHPURA TOURIST VILLAGE:

The main attractions of the village include:

Visit to the three significant Mughal Era monuments which are rich in architectural heritage-

Gyarah Sidi, Humayun Mosque and Mehtab Bagh.

❖Informal communities in neighborhoods near the famed Taj Mahal, in Agra, India, face serious

environmental and livelihood crises. The lack of proper sanitation and sewage networks deters

tourists from visiting and threatens the city of Agra’s economic potential. As part of its Crosscutting

Agra Program, the Center for Urban and Regional Excellence (CURE) designed the Mughal

Heritage Walk to enable poorer communities to derive livelihoods from tourism while improving

their living conditions. The community-led activities began with mapping the surrounding areas and

grouping monuments into walks.

❖Through the walk one is exposed not only to the historical sites within the route but also the

stories ,memories, and personnel histories associated with them narrated by the guides. It makes the

visitors aware of the common cultural practises ,architectural elements and sustainable techniques

employed by the villagers.
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S. No. NAME ORGANIZATIONS/COMPANIES
YEAR OF 
PASSING

1. Saurabh Yadav Asst. Architect at PWD, Lucknow 2010

2. Om Hemnani
Asst. Architect at Architect 
Hafeez Contractor, Mumbai

2010

3. Chote Lal Gupta Asst. Architect at PWD, Lucknow 2011

4. Rajat Kapoor Asst. Architect at HCL, Noida 2011

5. Himanshu Yadav
Asst. Architect at PWD, Lucknow 
2011

2011

6. Nitin Pateria Asst. Architect at PWD,BHOPAL 2012

7.
Upasana
Mangla

Asst. Architect at Delhi 
Development Authority, Delhi

2013

8. Anuj Saraswat
Asst. Architect at Delhi 
Development Authority, Delhi

2013

9. Aslam Ansari
Asst. Architect at Architect 
Hafeez Contractor, Mumbai

2013

10. Kuldeep Singh
Asst. Architect at Archohm, 
Noida

2015
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S. No. NAME ORGANIZATIONS/COMPANIES
YEAR OF 
PASSING

11. Richa Srivastava Designer- Gensler, Singapore 2013

12. Aviral Agarwal Owner- Asymmetric consultant 2008

13. Tushar Gaur Owner - Studio Rhizone 2008

14. Dhanenjay Yadav
Movies Set Designer - Contiloe
pictures

2008

15. Sapan Gupta Partners - Studio Rhizone 2008

16. Anuroop Chief Architect, ARCOP 2008

17. Vikrant Singh
Masters from Mackintosh School 
of Architecture,
Scotland

2011
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AESTHETICS AND  SOLAR PANELS: AN APPROACH TO INTRODUCE 

INTEGRATION OF SOLAR PANELS WITH BUILDING MATERIALS

ABSTRACT

Through photovoltaic process, solar panels generate electricity from Sun light. It is used in

residential, commercial and public buildings. Solar panels are renewal energy source for healthy

and clean environment.

Although solar panels are best sources of power production, people are not widely using it in

their buildings. Reason lies in the higher cost and obstruction in building aesthetics.

Modern construction technology should use solar panels smartly. So that, it’s monotony and

standardized look can be avoided. Question is how can we do it? Modern solar panels are

different than traditional ones. They are of varied shapes. If used smartly, they will not only

change the look of the building but can reduce power consumption also.

We can integrate these panels with building materials and construction Techniques. With the use

of glass window panels, roof coverings, cladding materials, exterior floorings. We can also use

them for making sculptures and external railings, etc.

People demand unique building facades in this contemporary period. These panels can be best

example in this direction. Mass acceptance will create green environment through fusion of solar

panels with building materials.

Keywords: Aesthetics, solar panels, building materials, façade, green

Solar panels convert sun light into electricity. These are also known as Photovoltaic's – light

electricity. Solar panel is a combination of solar cells which generate electric charge by

photovoltaic effect. The flow of these electric charges forms direct current. This produced

current sent to an inverter for transforming it into alternative current, which is essential for the

working of electric appliances like fan, bulb etc.Solar panels are the non-conventional resources

of clean energy for making environment clean, healthy by stopping greenhouse gases.

These panels have fantasticbenefitslike: making money, reducing bills, a step towards green,

though people are not taking these seriously. These are unable to attract mass of the people.

Some of the reasons are:

•Heavy investment for installation& maintenance cost

•Requirement of experts &technicians

•Demand of good amount of floor coverage

•Its static shape, rigidity, size and look
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Other way is to use these panels so that they seem to be homogeneous part of the building

material and building elements.

Aesthetics may not be a concern to those who determined to use renewable energy, but for

architects, builders &developers; look, visual appearance & aesthetics matter a lot. Lack of

awareness in availability of choice in colours, shapes, sizes of latest solar panels will also not

affect the product demand. Higher demand of these solar panels will reduce its economic cost

automatically. To raise the demand of solar panels and to enhance installation of this source of

renewal energy we have to adopt following methods:

STANDARD SOLAR PV

Silver Frame -White Backing wires PV:

Cheapest range, silver colored aluminium and white backing sheet for reflecting more heat and

making panel comparatively cool and the efficiency gets improved too. They are of basic form

so can be used on metal roofs in urban areas like ware houses etc.

2. Black Frame-White Backing wires PV:

Black coloring of frame makes the panel less eye catching on the roof and efficiency remains

the same.

These are more preferable in urban areas as these have less harsh edge.

3. Black Frame-White Backing No wires PV:

These have better aesthetics & performance, exceptional power generation. However

expensive it seems,

these actually quickly repay due to its long life span.

NON STANDARD SOLAR PV

In roof Solar PV Mounting:
These also have better aesthetics & performance, exceptional power generation. Although it

seems expensive but actually give more than repay over its long life span. These have 5% less

performance due to reduced ventilation. Due to discrete appearance they not only obstruct the

aesthetics of the roof but reduce the heating bills also.

2. PV Roofs:

This system can be mounted flush or tilted up. These panels can be mounted on the roof

without whole drilling damage to the roof top. Keeping PV Roofs as Non-conventional energy

source, we can save our aesthetic value of building façade

Fig. no-1 Fig. no-2 Fig. no-3
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3. The Ultimate Solar Roof Slate:
Technically this is the part of ‘In roof solar Mounting’ but these panels resemble so much to the

natural slates that these deserve a separate category.

These look completely indistinguishable from traditional slate, even though they have been

transformed in to mini solar panels.

4. Integrated PV Facade

These PV panels are part of Building Façade and seem as a part of the building elevation due to

their frameless design and aesthetic finish. These are perfect for a vertical mounting system.

These can also be incorporated into a curtain walling.

3. The Ultimate Solar Roof Slate:

Technically this is the part of ‘In roof solar Mounting’ but these panels resemble so much to

the natural

slates that these deserve a separate category. These look completely indistinguishable from

traditional

slate, even though they have been transformed in to mini solar panels.

4. Integrated PV Facade

These PV panels are part of Building Façade and seem as a part of the building elevation due

to their

frameless design and aesthetic finish. These are perfect for a vertical mounting system. These

can also

be incorporated into a curtain walling.

Fig. no-6 Fig. no-6 Fig. no-6

Fig. no-4 Fig. no-5
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Conclusion:

It is clear that solar panels are available in various types. These can provide a smart look as well as

provide aesthetical enhancement to the building façade. These are durable, small, silent, can be

planted anywhere like on façade, roof top, merged with elevations, etc. but have some factors need

to be looked upon such as: Need to discover smaller sized solar panels or PV to cover less space,

efficient

semiconductor for the production efficient electricity. Incentive research is required in this field for

creating even more varieties of solar panels not only in shape & size but also in different colours

and textures. These will provide choices to create different type of facades for a building. This will

raise the demand & production. Cost will automatically be affordable. To generate awareness

among people, programs to clear myths and anxiety related to the use of such panels and also to

motivate them to use it as alternative energy resources. Need to find techniques for kinetic solar

building façade which can adjust itself according to direction of the sun for more electricity

production. This will generate dynamic changeable look with time.

References:

http://www.onyxsolar.com/

http://www.qrg.northwestern.edu/projects/vss/docs/power/1-what-are-solar-panels.html

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_panel

http://www.mrsolar.com/what-is-a-solar-panel/)

http://www.dummies.com/home-garden/green-living/energy-sources/the-basic-components-of-a-

home-solar-power-system

“Solar power is not about  fashion,its about survival”

-SIR NORMAN FOSTER
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PRINCIPLES &  INNOVATIVE TEACHINGTECHNIQUES IN 

ARCHITECTURE 

ABSTRACT

PRINCIPLES OF TEACHING

“The best teachers teach from heart, not from the book.”

Author Unknown

“A teacher’s purpose is not to create students in his own image but to develop students 

who can create their own image.

Author Unknown

“The best teacher is the one who suggests rather than dogmatizes, and inspires his listener 

with the wish to teach himself.”                                                                                             

Edward Bulwer-Lytton

“A good teacher is like a candle - it consumes itself to light the way for others.”
Author Unknown

"It is the supreme art of the teacher to awaken joy in creative expression and knowledge."
- Albert Einstein
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Teaching is an art and the teacher is an artist. As an artist is governed by certain

principles, which keep him in acquiring proficiency in his profession, so a teacher is also

governed by certain principles which keep him in acquiring proficiency in teaching. The

material (student) of the teacher is living beings whom he has to shape according to some

principles.

The principles of teaching can be drawn from various theories of learning. The following

principles of teaching are acceptable for practice:

The principle of pre determined objectives of the lesson :
Teaching shall be purposeful and organized if the teacher follows the pre determined and

pre defined objectives of the lesson.

Psychological principles of teaching :
The teacher should follow the psychological principles which have been developed by

great educators –

Proceed from simple to complex.

Proceed from concrete to abstract.

Proceed from known to unknown.

Proceed from general to particular.

The principle of learning with understanding :
Teaching results in learning outcomes. These learning outcomes can be retained longer

and can be used in problem solving, if teaching ensures understanding.

The principle of creativity and divergent thinking :
The teacher should motivate the learner for divergent thinking and creativity by creating a

problem solving teaching situation. He should try to conclude his teaching at reflective

level. For this the teacher is expected to accomplish the memory and understanding level

of teaching which are the pre-requisites of reflective level of teaching.

The principle of generalization :
The teacher should provide situations in which students can generalize their attained

knowledge. This will make learning wider and appropriate.

The principle of activeness :
The teacher has to teach to make the learners active rather than passive. The students

must get an opportunity to do something.

The principle of group work :

The group learning creates competition and co-operation, which have significant effect

upon learning. The teacher should encourage for group work.

The principle of individual difference :

A teacher is required to know every individual learner and he has to diagnose the

problems of weak students and should guide them accordingly. Likewise, he is expected

to recognize the bright students and guide them to enhance their potentials and

capabilities.

The principle of anxiety level of the students :

The teacher should organize and plan his teaching considering the anxiety level of the

students. The teacher is beneficial for the students if he suits their anxiety level.
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Figurative Method

Fig-1 https://wasioabbasi.wordpress.com/2011/08/08/never-force-left-handed-child-to-be-right-handed/

Fig-2
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The principle of self esteem :

It is an important principle of teaching. To develop self esteem among the learners is very

important task of a teacher. It makes the learner able to utilize his potentials for achieving his

learning objectiveness.

Teaching in Architecture is very interesting profession. In which the Architects explain their

practical knowledge to the students. At times due to lack of innovative teaching techniques we

can't well transfer our knowledge to the students. Innovative teaching techniques have different

methods e.g.. Figurative Method, Practical Method, Story Method and Motivational Method.

In the Figurative method we explain our knowledge by making figures whereas in the Practical

Method we explain our knowledge by model & site visit. In the Story Method we explain our

knowledge by telling a story in which all headings & students names are included while in the

Motivational Method we motivate the students about their real goal and create a good picture in

front of them.

Key words: Figurative Method, Practical method, Story method, Motivational Method,

Principles of Teaching

Innovative Teaching Technique should be in below methods

Figurative Method

Practical method

Story method

Motivational Method

In the Figurative Method both the figures & numbers are used to explain the subject. In this

method right part of brain catches figures and the left part of brain catches the numbers and

words. While in simple method only left part of mind catches the numbers & letters.

In the Figurative method brain remembers the data for a longer duration of time since both

parts of brain are active. Whereas in simple method brain does not remember the data for longer

time since only one part of the brain is active.

For example; Construction & Material sheets in architecture are the best examples of

Figurative Method.

Practical Method

In Practical method teacher explains his knowledge through models & site visits.

For example in Architectural Drawing orthographic projections & sciagraphy one can easily

understand by making & seeing models. After setting suns rays at an angle of 45 degree we can

see live sciagraphy in models. Live sciagraphy is a proof that drafting of sciagraphy is correct.

After real observations students can draw real perspective.

.
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Fig-3

Fig-4

Story Method (Garland Concept)

In the story method all the headings (flowers) are connected with a story (string).

For example when we catch one flower then with the help of string we catch 2nd flower thus we

catch all flowers by catching the string.

In same way if we remember one heading then with the help of story we can remember all

headings easily.

For Example in theory subjects (Drawing, Services, History etc) I always use this concept. In this

concept, I make a story in which all heading are connected. For creating more interest in story

some class students names may be included for catching their attention.

ARTICLE
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Motivational Method (Sandwich Technique)

Teaching should also be motivational. During teaching teacher should use sandwich technique

(Par Kaya Pravesh Technique) to transfer his advice to the students. Teacher should point out

good habits of students during teaching.

At the time of giving his instruction teacher should follow 3 steps which are mentioned below:

Teacher should talk that ‘you (with the name of student) are a dedicated, hard working and a

good listener’.

If you follow this instruction.

You will be one among the best students. In future every person would like to talk to you and it

is my duty to convey my thoughts to you. Whatever you do or not it's your own decision.

Fig-5

Fig-6

Conclusion

The implementation of principles and above 4 methods of teaching will be very effective to

transfer our best knowledge to the students. Since we are teachers and have tremendous

knowledge but unfortunately we are not able to transfer our knowledge to full to the students due

to lack of some important Principles & innovative teaching technique.

References
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AN APPROACH TO DESIGN PROCESS

Abstract

The keystone of architectural education is the design studio. The medium of design is self-

explanatory drawings through anthropometry and model making and verbal defence of design

implicit. The role of the theory of history conspicuous by their absence in the studio students

design projects are set from the simple to the more complex in all the later years. Skills are

imparted as a vocational training course. The personal experience of the teacher goes in and it is

expected creative architects will flow out. What guide the relationship between the teacher and

students with in the back box is the implicit faiths both have in the unfettered imagination of the

student.

At the school of architecture. BBD University Lucknow, we have tried to question these

proposition critically the issues involved in teaching design and reviewed and analyzed frequent

faculty meeting of design studio faculties are held regularly to achieve to a better level of

understanding on what, with or how to the design is focused in every time.

There are at present, to separate ways in teaching the design:

One co-terminus with the first-third year basic course. The teaching of design in each year is

contextual based in the first year is the pre-industrial or vernacular settlements. The students

undertake the size in physical and social concern issue through survey in one of the heave by

areas. The reality of the context studies determines the level of complexity. Students are

expected to attempt to achieve.

In second year, the focus is on planned settlements. Here the students are exposing to the formal

architecture issues and understanding the relevance of the settlement context through in a depth

Study of climate consideration and structuring a redevelopment program which loads to the

design exercise.

In third year, first semester students has a lecture based course on non-formal habitat which

compliments a detailed survey of an un-authorized colony.
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In a second half of the year the previous semester survey work need to intense. The attempt is to

expose student to the state of the art understanding of the settlement type along with existing

building bye laws.

After third year the students take a semester off to work in a professional office /field.

On return to the school, students go for advanced course to conduct semester long experimental

exercise in unit of about 10 students under the direction of two faculty members. Each student is

expected to attend two units before working on their thesis.

In the thesis and the desertion project under taken prior to the thesis each student is expected to

do through rigorous dialogue with the faculty to establish a theoretical frame work for his

project preferably a live project.

This should adequately prepare the student to became an architect to make his contribution and

impact in the society and in the broad field of architectural practice….

HEY! MY TEACHER
Udbhav (1st yr. student)

SAP BBDU

Hey ! My teacher, the one who is my guide

& a perfect preacher.

I know you will hold me up when everything 

else goes down,

For which You work hard in the sun burning

ya self brown,

As far as I can remember, you have always

been their to pick me up,

whenever  I fall, In need it is you I call,

Yeah my teacher, it is your view 

which is prudent
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HUNGER, MALNUTRITION- PROACTIVE APPROACH, A SIMPLE 

SOLUTION.

Abstract

“Sarve Bhawantu Sukhna Sarve Santu Nirmaya” an old Indian philosophy for mankind, which

means let all be happy and without disease. Same is the goal here also. Sustainability and

survival, both are necessary but question of sustainability arises only after the assurance of

survival of everyone. Reasons- unpredictable climate is a natural reason which creates extreme

conditions and cause excessive rains or draught in many parts of the world. Economic non

sustainability because of political stands of government and world economy are also responsible

for the problem. Lack of modern agricultural technologies, dietary practices, poverty and food

prices are a matter of discussions only after the emergency aids to the effected are given for

survival. A lot of food is destroyed by developed economics but it is not donated to the needy in

other countries. Market forces do not allow rich and competent countries with surplus food to

distribute it to the starving nations, free of cost. Solutions- it is a question of survival for many

human beings and hence there is need to frame world wise policies, to be accepted and strictly

followed by each country, so that food is distributed among the needy. Distribution, not the

disposal will certainly reduce the food prices within affordable limits and the masses will have

access to the food. Food is a right of everyone and hence boundaries between the countries

should not matter for this purpose. The component nations should make it as their prime duty to

fulfil the basic needs of the effected people across the globe irrespective of everything as part of

their duty as human being. The question of any type of development or sustainability arises only

after the eradication of the problem of hunger. Starvation and climatic change, both lead to

eradication of human life on the earth. So both problems are similar in the nature, only

magnitude is different. Both are to be tackled on a priority basis.

Key words: - unpredictable, sustainability, survival, affordable, eradication

HUNGER, MALNUTRITION- PROACTIVE APPROACH, A SIMPLE SOLUTION.

“ Sarve Bhawantu Sukhna Sarve Santu Niramaya”

An Old Indian Philosophy Which Means Let All Be Happy And Be Without Disease. This is

base of formation of any civilized society.

This earth is inhabited by human beings and the motto of every activity by people world over is

for the betterment of mankind.
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It will be called development, in real sense, when everybody in the world will have access to

sufficient nutrient food, not for survival but for a good healthy condition.

When everybody is healthy, the development process may be carried out more efficiently.

Future Threats:

It is not only poor of today but even rich of tomorrow may face the same problem due to lack of

yield in changed climate. Climate change is of significant importance to food security. Changes

in temperature can create extreme weather conditions which has great impact on production of

crops and therefore nutrition.

The Problem:

Unavailability: (Poverty and food prices) – climate change is of significant Importance for

food security. Change in temperature can create extreme weather conditions which has great

impact on production of crops and therefore nutrition. Farmers can not afford and government

can not provide new technologies because of poverty it is beyond the affordability of many

farmers to purchase fertilizers at market prices, leading to low agricultural production and wages

and high unaffordable food prices.

Improper Distribution: According to economist Amartya Sen, Nobel Prize winner, hunger

in moderns times is not typically the product of lack of food, rather arises from problems in food

distribution networks and or poverty from governmental policies in developing world. When

food is imported, relief operations are greatly reduced. By the time it arrives, many would will

have died. Approximately half of what is spent goes for transport.

The problem of hunger and malnutrition also persist in the parts of the world where food is

available in abundance. The only reason is the improper distribution. It is also observed that

commodity speculators are increasing the cost of food. It has been observed, there has been

sufficient food to feed, and even the whole population of the world, the hunger and malnutrition

has always a problem of food distribution, also across the borders.

Low Agricultural Productivity:

(Old technology, irrigation)

Lack of farming skills such as crop rotation, use of old technologies and lack of recourses such

as irrigation, needed for the higher yields found in modern agriculture, can be responsible for

food shortages.

Scarcity of food and transportation of food for distribution results in the addition of prices which

are beyond the affordability of people victims of poverty.

World scenario:

The parts of the world with strong economies have a problem of storage of surplus food which

is managed by disposing it, as a waste. Here the main concern of people of first and second

world is the possibility of nuclear war. It is a natural phenomenon, as soon as the basic needs are

fulfilled, luxury and finally power becomes the goal to achieve while so many others still remain

deprived of even food for survival.

Third world scenario:
People in the third world struggle every moment with the effects of hunger and malnutrition.

Due to poverty, the food available is beyond the capacity of purchasing power. It may lead to

starvation and the problem of survival arises. Large percentage of energy is exhorted in

managing the problem of survival and hence the speed of development remains slow.
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Emergency measures:-
Fortified foods such as peanut butter sachets and spiralling can be eaten directly, is does not

require refrigeration or mixing with scarce clean water. It can also be stored for years and

extremely ill children are also able to absorb it.

Spiralina is declared as the best food for the future In the UN world food conference of 1974.

Vitamin A capsules Zinc tablets to cure diarrheal in children, are also used.

Particularly in the reigns where food is available but unaffordable, giving case or cash vouchers

is felt better as it is cheaper, faster and most efficient way to deliver help to the hungry instead

of food. It is been described as a “revolution in food add”.

In the areas, with limited access to markets, as people in a drought living, delivering food is the

best way to help.

When food is imported, relief operations are greatly reduced. By the time it arrives, many will

have die. Approximately half of what is spent goes for transport.

Ethiopia has been giving rural residents who are chronically short of food, a chance to work for

food or cash.

Aid organizations may buy food locally from surplus areas to distribute in areas with a shortage

of food. Brazil has established a recycling program. City residents separate organic waste from

their garbage, bag it, and then exchange it for fresh fruits and vegetables from local farmers.

As a result this reduces its countries waste and the urban poor get a steady supply of nutritious

food.

Existing Approach For Management

Long time Measures:-

(i) Modern agricultural techniques:

The effort to bring modern agricultural techniques found in the west, such as nitrogen fertilizers

and pesticides, to ASIA, called green revolutions, resulted in decreases in malnutrition similar to

those seen earlier in western nations

Investment in Agriculture, such as subsidized fertilizers and seeds, increases food harvest and

reduces food prices.

In the case of Malawi around 35 to 40% of its people used to need emergency food aid.

However after change in governmental policy and subsidies for fertilizer and seed were

introduced against word bank strictures, farmers produced record breaking corn harvest, making

Malawi a major food exporter. Efforts are being made to fortify every day foods with

micronutrients that can be sold to consumer.

(ii) Restrictions on population growth:-

It has been suggested that restricting population size is also a solution. In the process of

curtailing global population growth the necessary ingredient in the government policies.

Food first is one of the primary thinks tanks working to build support for food sovereignty. The

word bank claims to be part of the solution to malnutrition, asserting that the best way for

countries to succeed in breaking the cycle of poverty and malnutrition is to build export-led

economies that will give them the financial means to buy foodstuffs on the world market.

(iii) Programs at school level:-

Efforts are also being made to prevent rather than treating overeating, which is also a form of

malnutrition’s. The perfect place of starting is school environment where the children will learn

it for their whole life and will also be able to teach others. Increase in nutrition in lunch

programs of school and increase in physical activity for children and teacher, obesity can be

reduced by almost 30-35%, as seen in Singapore.
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(iv) Focus of women empowerment:-

By focusing on women empowerment, poverty can be reduced, and also malnutrition, especially

hunger can be fought. This is being done in India by rural bank, by giving small loans to very

poor women. It is observed that woman is perfectly devoted towards her family, spent nearly all

money on household needs, especially food.

It is suggested that by promoting both employment and educational opportunities to women,

problem of malnutrition can be reduced, as hunger disproportionately affects females more so

than male.

Proposed Measures:-

It is said that prevention better than cure. Where the problem is unavoidable because of extreme

weather conditions due to climate change, naturally emergency measures shall have to be taken,

as the question of survival arises.

Preparations for this cure purpose, should be such that problem of any magnitude may be

tackled easily.

It is always better to avoid emergencies as for as possible. When we know the future problems,

through several studies, we will have to come across, it is better to take preventive measures i.e.

long term measures keeping in view the motto of eradication of poverty, hunger and

malnutrition.

It is a global problem. Government and other agencies are involved in the process of betterment,

but it can be made more effective if initiatives at very small and local level are also taken by

everybody. This will assist bigger measures and enhance the speed of process of fighting

hunger.

There is zero wastage of food in India as it comes in the category of goods. On one hand people

worship food with forded hands before start eating while on the other hand strong economies are

disposing plenty of surplus food as waste. Wasting even a single grain is considered to be sin in

India. Similar mindset is required world over for this purpose. The surplus food may be

distributed free of cost to the places where it is badly required, even for the survival

Species suitable for extreme weather conditions-

Some species of food grain may be developed through genetic modifications which may grow

and yield in extreme weather a condition, which is not ruled out in future. Not only poor of

today but even rich of tomorrow may face the problem due to lack of yield in changed climate.

It is time to prepare ourselves to overcome the problem comfortably- A proactive approach.

“Maringa olefera tree” for example is extremely rich in vital nutrients and, as a bonus, can grow

very fast in dry areas of the world, where food is scarce. Every part of the tree is edible. People

call it with the names-“Miracle tree” mother’s best friend” and “never die”. It is a possible home

gardening solution to malnutrition.

Treatment of unsuitable lands or species suitable for unsuitable lands-

It will be beneficial to take steps towards making sterile lands fertile for more productivity of

nutrient food. Wet lands will have to be made useful for productivity or crops. To be finded out

which may grow and yield in such lands.

More yields from animals-
Fortunately majority of people in the world are vegetarian and hence steps should also be taken

to make animals, genetically modified for more yields.
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Preservation of original species:

It is observed that for making original species genetically modified, the existence of original

species comes in the danger of extinction. So many original species are already extincted. It is

suggested that grain banks should be established in every region of the world and extinction if

original species, which may grow and yield easily, in any case, has to be stopped. It is to be

protected.

Population growth restriction not for availability not for availability of food to

everyone but also for better future of family.

Population is increasing rapidly. This is true that, It has made imbalances between population

growth and agricultural productivity in the parts of the world. Either productivity will have to be

increased or restrictions shall have to be made for population growth. It will always be better to

take measures to restrict increase of population by increasing awareness about family planning.

This will help in accessibility of everyone to nutrient food and also make the lives of poor,

better. Poor people of small families will be able to cherish their children in a better way with

giving education to them also.

Intensive monitoring of distribution:

Large supply of food in the public distribution system has to be adopted with the intensive

monitoring at different level for perfect distribution so that to make very easy accessibility to

food for every needy.

Matter of survival of everyone not survival of the fittest.

If there is problem of survival because of lack of food/ Nutrients it should be thought worldwide

irrespective of the part where it is. A big thought is required, for this purpose. To fight and

eradicate the problem, assuming the whole world as one family because it is a matter of survival

of everyone not survival of the fittest.

Preservation not disposal

The disposal of surplus food which is disposed by developed countries will have to be preserved

as it may save lives, of large number of poor victims of malnutrition, Hunger. As wasting even a

grain is considered to be sin in India perhaps will help in solving the problem at a greater extent

with similar mindset world over.

Grain Banks:

If UN grain banks are established in every part of the world, the rich countries may voluntarily

donate their surplus food to these banks.

This food, under the supervision/ monitoring of UN representatives may be distributed wherever

required to the needy, free or cost.

Summary:-

The problem of hunger and malnutrition is challenging. People under poverty are the victims

today but it may also be the problem of rich tomorrow because of lack of food due to climate

change. It is advisable to make efforts to prevent conditions of emergencies by adopting long

term preventive measures, keeping in view the motto of eradication of poverty, hunger and

malnutrition. Governments and other agencies are involved in the process of betterment, it can

be made more effective by the initiatives of everyone at very small and local levels, for very

small things, to achieve the goal.

Keywords: Survival, phenomenon, magnitude, preventive, persisting, intensive, monitoring.

Introduction:-
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“ Sarve Bhawantu Sukhna Sarve Santu Niramaya”

An old Indian philosophy which means let all be happy and be without disease. This is the base

of formation of any civilized society.

The problem of hunger and malnutrition, in worse conditions, may lead to death, has to be

fought seriously.

Survival of the fittest is a natural phenomenon but one should not die because of lack of food in

a civilized society as there is plenty of food. Food is available in show many countries for in

house management and it is also available is such an amount worldwide that everyone can have

access to food. Food is a right of everyone.

Of course there may be emergencies because of extreme weather conditions due to climate

change, hence preparations as cure process should be such that the problem of any magnitude

may be fought comfortably with a motto to save life of everyone. Otherwise it will always be

better to work hard in finding out the solutions as long term preventive measures so that to avoid

facing emergencies which are under control of mankind.

For the purpose of solution to this problem, the entire world should act as one family assuming

no boundary between the countries. It is duty of rich because in the chain of interdependence

even poor's have important role. Survival of rich is dependent on poor though it may be

invisible. Physical labour is provided by poor only, the degree may change in various continents

and countries but this gap between rich and poor is present everywhere. Foodless and shelter

less are also seen even in economically very strong and developed countries.

Proposed Solutions:-

Management of food:-

Improvement for increase of food/ yield - by improving farming, seeds and techniques. Training

for farming skills.

Management of available food- food prices should not be raised by showing artificial scarcity of

food. Range in prices should not be very wide show that proper sharing of food may be insured.

Subsidies should be provided for rough food, extensively used by pours.

Spear food of star hotels and parties should be made available at very cheaper rates to the needy.

Spear food on tables after meals should be distributed amongst the needy without any cost.

Food distribution systems within the countries for management at local level and across the

borders at macro level should be more effective public distribution should have intensive

monitoring at different levels so that no Needy is left without food.

A mindset world over is required that waste of a single grain is a sin like India where food

comes in the category of Gods, it is worshiped. The disposal of surplus food should be

prevented and the food may be stored in grain banks under the supervision of UN

representatives, to be used whenever and wherever required to the needy.

Other very important solutions:-

Species suitable for extreme weather conditions may be developed through genetic

modifications for more yields.

Unsuitable lands should be treated. Efforts must be made to make wet lands suitable for

productivity of nutrient foods or crops to be funded out which may grow in such conditions for

more and nutrient yields. Sterile lands shall be treated to make it fertile.

Steps should be taken to make animals, genetically modified for more yields, as the majority of

people in the world are non-vegetarian, fortunately.
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ADAPTIVE REUSE OF SIMULATOR  HALL

IGRUA  RAI BARELI

ABSTRACT

Introduction/ Problem identification : adaptive reuse of simulation hall at IGRU A (Indira

Gandhi Rastriya Udan Academ y) at Rae-Bar Eli.

After construction of a new big simulation hall in the premise es of I GRUA the old simulation

hall of 610 sqmt. of area was lying vacant and was out of use. The construction of hall was in

good condition and there was a need of an auditorium in the IGR UA premises of 250 seating

capacity. There were 200 trainee students and 30 faculties and staff an d an additional 20 seats

for guests. As t here w as no other vacant land in the premises and this hall was not so big to

accommodate e 250 seats of comfortable size. The refore the Airport Authority wanted to

demolish this hall and construct a new one for auditorium but limited budget was again a big

problem. I took it as a challenge and there were several meetings with Er. J. P. Singh of AAI(

Airport Authority of India) and aft er a lot of discussions over various eat sizes and aisle width

combinations such as:

Alternate-1 24”(600 mm) seat size and 1200 mm cross aisle w idth and 2000 mm central aisle

width attained 180 s eats .

Alternate-1 23”(575 mm) seat size and 1000 mm cros s aisle width and 1800 mm central aisle

width attained 190 seats.

Alternate-2 22”(550 mm) seat size and 1000 mm cros s aisle width and 1500 mm central aisle

width attained 200 seats.

Alternate-3 21”(525 mm) seat size and 1000 mm cros s aisle width and 1500 mm central aisle

width attained 220 seats.

Alternate-4 19”(500 mm) seat size and 900 mm cros s aisle width and 1200 mm central aisle

width attained 260 seats.

Last option got approved by the then Director AAI, Mr. J.S .Verma in September 20 13. One of

adjacent existing hall was converted into the lecture theatre by giving entry and exit t from the

corridor on the opposite end which w as attach end with simulation hall internally and was a

control room of simulator machine. Two s mall rooms which were earlier used as store

converted to green rooms and existing A.H.U room w as utilized for the air conditioning of the

auditorium. As the height of simulation hall was 8750 mm there fore A C ducting was done on

the outer wall par allele to the seating and return air duct was also laid down parallel to AC

ducting.
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Now thes e ex posed duct s w ere the great p roblem to the aesth etics of  auditorium  and  this  

problem  w as overco me by creating a fals e façade to hide thes e ducts and this fals e façad e 

disp lays institution’s different activities. It took three months in  completing  civil  work of the 

auditorium seating and thr ee months in completing false ceiling, air  conditioning,  electrical 

and acoustical treatment. By the March 2014 this  project was r eady to use and running 

efficiently  till date.

Conclusion : Reuse of huge built-mass gave a positive push to green building movement and 

sav ed many energies like transportation energy , emb odied energy , fossil fuel energy in 

bringing new building materials at site, human resource in cons truction of a new building, 

hydro energy in construction .use of LED lights also helped in savi ng electrical energy and car 

bon footprint.

Keywords: Igrua, AAI,AC, Auditoria

Fig-2:Approved lay out by IGRUA Fig-3: Approved Plan at projection level

Fig-1:Existing simulation hall
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GLOBAL WARMING & SUSTAINIBILITY

Abstract

There is no doubt that the Earth's temperature has increased over recent years but the cause of

this rise is still questioned by some scientists. The majority of scientific opinion points to

greenhouse gases, such as carbon dioxide, produced by burning fossil fuels as the main reason.

Others argue the increase as part of the normal variation in temperature that has happened over

the Earth's history. Some estimates suggest that global temperatures will rise by 1 - 2.5oC in the

next 50 years. The Kyoto protocol aims to reduce emissions of greenhouse gases but some argue

that it is too little, too late.

Key Words: Global Warming, sustainability, climate change, Green house effect, Kyoto

protocol

Global warming and climate change

The climate change is brought about by our activities that involve the release of significant

amounts of greenhouse gases. Generally greenhouse gases allow heat to be trapped and also

permits some heat also escape back into space. However, heavy emissions of carbon dioxide

trap by our activity means the heat from the sun’s energy doesn’t escape and atmospheric

temperatures have risen. Changes in the earth's temperature may not sound too worrying.

However, the potential effects of climate change could be more obvious. Changes in weather

patterns are extremely difficult to predict. Some people believe that the worst consequences of

climate change could be droughts, water shortages, and disruption of food production. Estimates

of the effects of global warming vary greatly. If polar ice caps melt, it could cause sea levels to

increase and flood some coastal regions. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

(IPCC) estimates that rises in sea levels could put an extra 75 million people at risk of annual

flooding. Others argue that sea levels will rise by much less and the effects will not be so drastic.

Some people argue that global warming has started and that we can do little to stop it. Others

say that we are taking steps to reduce carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gas emissions. These

actions will reduce the effects of global warming and that the predicted disasters will not

happen. Following the principles of sustainable development help to reduce human impacts on

the environment. Better use of resources, more recycling and efficient production processes will

all help to reduce the effects of global warming.
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Fig-1:Hierarcy of different amplitude of Global Warming (http://www.conserve-energy-

future.com/various-global-warming)

Can we stop global warming?

Some people argue that global warming has started and that we can do little to stop it.

Others say that we are taking steps to reduce carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gas

emissions. These actions will reduce the effects of global warming and that the predicted

disasters will not happen. Following the principles of sustainable development help to

reduce human impacts on the environment. Better use of resources, more recycling and

efficient production processes will all help to reduce the effects of global warming.

Sustainability

We hear the words 'sustainable' and 'sustainability' almost every day. But what does it

mean exactly? Is it about people and culture, our environment, or jobs and money? Is it

about cities or the country? Is it about you and me or is it something for other people to

worry about? Sustainability could be defined as an ability or capacity of something to be

maintained or to sustain itself. It’s about taking what we need to live now, without

jeopardising the potential for people in the future to meet their needs. Successful

sustainable growth and expansion involves a wide ranging knowledge of guiding

principles and issues over and above an objective understanding of scientific and economic

certainty. We all need to focus and participate in various educational programs in order to

convey awareness and knowledge. We need to take a proactive approach with the

environment, development of power generation, building efficiency and engineering a

sustainable approach to progress.
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Fig-2: Responses to Sustainability

(http://www.storiesofsuccess.ca)

Conclusion

First, we need to know and understand what sustainability is. Consciousness and responsiveness

will help us find ways on how to reduce the dangers of global warming. We are capable of

building a sustainable lifestyle that we all yearn for. For this reason we must also create a better

and brighter world where we can all live in harmony with nature. Our families are the smallest

unit of the society and the city where we live is a direct and concrete measure of what we create.

This construct is our connection with the built surroundings and environment, politics and

government, social and economic ideas. Looking at a snapshot of our municipality allows us to

analyze our ability to help transform ourselves in better sustainable nations. The change that we

need is lies within ourselves and our community. If each one of us will contribute, it is not be

impossible to win this challenge. If we manage our waste disposal methods effectively and

consider sustainability, the world will see an evident transformation. Let us all work out on

developing sustainable practices and make sure that each thing that we do does not aggravate

the situation but instead improves the environment.
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PASSIVE DESIGN TECHNIQUES FOR RESIDENTIAL BUILDING

ABSTRACT

This research on the identification, evaluation and recommendation of Passive Design Strategies

suitable for housing design in hot and dry climates in India.

The term PASSIVE refers to those design techniques. which in order to enhance thermal

comfort ,utilize the favourable and minimize the unfavourable elements of the local climates.

The objectives of the research was to determine means by which reliance on mechanical means

of achieving comfort and associated socio-economic cost can be minimized.

General strategies recommended to passive technique in contemporary housing design at various

levels include following:-

Minimize Solar gain

Minimize conductive heat flow

Minimize internal heat gain

Promote ventilation

Promote Radiant cooling

Promote Evaporative cooling

Control High velocity wind

Control glare.

Climate, environmental problem(Primarily cooling) and indoor comfort criteria were analyzed

to establish preliminary criteria for evaluating the thermal performance of design techniques.

सपने
निशा भारती (2nd yr student)

सू्कलआफआनकि टेक्चर बी.बी.डी.

यूनिवनसिटी लखिऊ

नबि सपिो के कोई, सृजि िही होते

नबि पािी के कोई, जीवि िही होते

ख्वानहश तो हमारे नबचारो मे है

नबि नबचारो के सपिे िही होते

सब नबचारो के खेल है

वरिा आज हर इंसाि नबल गेट्स आौर अंबािी होते

8282
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RELEGATION OF WOMEN PROFESSIONALS IN ARCHITECTURE

ABSTRACT

The status of Indian women is being subjected to many changes over the time and always been the

most debatable issue among the scholars. Participation of women in professional field not only

talks about social justice but also focuses on the economic growth of any country. Although female

architects has witnessed a positive transformation in the field of education and profession during

last two decades but traditional framework of architectural education and profession is causing

gender disparity at work place for females.

The educated women are just on the threshold of transition from tradition to modernity.

Women make up 25 to 50 percent of student population in architectural colleges and majorities of

these women complete their degrees but question arises on quitting the profession even after

completing their education. However even today there are very few large practices where

women are the sole principles, generally women opted to establish partnership firm with their male

counterparts or diversify into some other roles. So they are much less visible in terms of leadership,

academic success and excellence in practice. The situation is in strange paradox, as architecture

course is perceived as feminine profession, with the assumptions that the girls will be able to work

from office and also handle the home front. The dialogue at this moment is no longer about

‘equality’ but of recognizing the ‘issues’ and going beyond male/female duality

The study unfolds the issues and recommendations for the active participation of women

in the field of Architecture. It also explores the need of pedagogical shift in exploring the role of

women as creators of space with sustainable solutions that creates environment and empowers the

woman architect along with their male counterparts.

Keywords: Gender disparity, Architectural education, pedagogical shift.
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BACKGROUND

The status of Indian women has witnessed various up and downs from the time of prehistory. In

Vedic period women education was prevalent and due importance was given to women

intellectuals. The condition and status of women in India declined with the passage of time. During

the medieval period, position of the women further deteriorated and gender inequality was at its

peak. The British period witnessed rapid progress in breaking down prejudices against women

education and revival of status of women. After independence several measures were taken by

government of India to assign equal status to women in economic, political and social fields The

modern trends suggests more and more female participation in the growing technology sectors of

India contributing significantly in the field of Politics, literature, art and so on but still barriers

remains in perusing their career in professional fields particularly in architecture which primarily

combines intellectual rigor and practical skills.

SCENERIO

Employment statistics of female architects as on 26.7.2017

Source: COA Website

Women have been closing the gender gap when it comes to education. Research shows 45.9 per

cent of all enrolled undergraduate in India today are women. On the other hand, the labour force

participation rate of women has been falling from 37 per cent in 2004-05 to 29 per cent in 2009-10.

In 2011-2012, women comprised 14.7 per cent of all urban workers, a small increase from the 13.4

per cent in 1972-73. The architecture profession has long been dominated by men. This does not

mean however that many women not become architects. Women make up 25 to 50 percent of

student population in architectural colleges and majorities of these women complete their degrees

but question arises that why after they have completed their education women apparently leave the

profession. However even today there are very few large practices where women are the sole

principles, generally women opted to establish partnership firm with their male counterparts or

diversify into some other roles. So they are much less visible in terms of leadership, academic

success and excellence in practice. The situation is in strange paradox where architecture course is

perceived as feminine profession with the assumptions that the girls will be able to work from office

and also handle the home front. As the website reveals that around 61544 architects are registered

with COA out of which 55.86% are male architect while remaining 44.14% are female professional.

The following statistics taken from the COA website gives clear image and substantiate less

visibility of females in terms of leadership, academic success and in private practice
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KEY ASPECTS FOR ABSTENTION OF WOMEN IN ARCHITECTURE:

Women in architecture have not yet developed a critical mass in professional practice due to the

several reasons that might be socio-cultural, psychological, situational and traditional.

Physiological:

Question of talent: According to survey 83%of the women feel that being a women may be

disadvantaged in the field of architecture as they feel discriminated at work not only with their

boss or male colleagues but from the clients too

Attitudinal: Lack of confidence & self esteemed is itself a major barrier which is the essential

quality to get the desired success in the field .

Socio-cultural:

Marriage: Most newly married women look for work from home options, change into less

stressful work spaces or seek more manageable opportunities to keep their professional status

intact after marriage. It is at times either a woman’s own decision or the pressure of relocation or

at times demands of her new family that make her look for more convenient and harmonious

work options.

Work life balance: For women, the continued struggle between the role of mother and wife in the

family affair, together with other domestic responsibilities seems particularly problematic even

when the women concerned had opted for reduced working week.

Limited areas of work & working hours: As security is major concern for females in India it is

quiet troublesome to manage the late working hours and precarious visits on fields.

Situational:

Family commitments, Lack of family support, living in isolated areas, unsupportive colleagues,

financial backup, social class are the key factors from the endless list which impacted the career

of women in architecture. The career breaks arises due these reasons often make women to

struggle for restarting their career. It is common for the women in profession to feel they are not

seriously taking upon re-entering the work force after having a family.
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All the above mentioned constrains all together or solely apply to the majority of women professional

but not true for each and every case and might vary according to level of education, age of women

and local context

EXIGENCY OF PARADIGM SHIFT: Unfolding the questions

At Education level

Active participation of colleges: Architecture colleges must facilitate expansion of female student's

professional network through events, construction site exposure & social media and also provide

general support and advice during the transition from graduates students to the practicing

professionals.

Mentoring & leadership strategies: Mentoring in Architecture college can be a big tool to ensure an

overall growth of female students so that they can develop self confidence and get geared up to start

with the architecture career. In particular, offering mentoring arrangements with experts of

architecture can help students to provide road map before developing their career

At professional level

Flexible working policies: Flexibility around working hours is a priority for many women, so

workplace must be designed keeping females in mind. Employers must consider flexible approach

towards policy implementation which ensures that these arrangements work for each individual,

rather than blanket policy which may not be appropriate for some staff.

Work experience consideration: In today’s cut-throat world of job market, finding the right job is a

nightmare. In such a scenario, women considering to return to work after a career break could be

daunting task hence a chance of considering their old experience and understanding the value of their

experience gained during her workforce will be a great tool for attracting and engaging women to

return to the field.

Family friendly industry: Female professionals expect their employer to have policies to help their

female staff to achieve a balance between work and family life. Architecture industry must have well

documented policies regarding maternity, Day care, childcare, and other social liabilities etc.

Government Initiatives In this regard, the government must support to fill the gender gap in field of

architecture by adopting policies like as providing incentives to the companies ensuring equal gender

ratio in employment and having female architect as project head. Reservation policy for women may

be implemented during the tender bid of the projects.

CONCLUSION

This article discusses the current scenario and traditional framework of architectural education and

professional exposure of females of India. It advocates the remodelling of institutional frameworks

and realigning of the curriculum. There is a need for a pedagogical shift in exploring the role of

women as creators of space. On a positive note that despite the overwhelming obstacles that they

face in the profession, women are working hard to gain recognition and respect in the field of

Architecture. The question at this moment is no longer about ‘equality’ but of recognizing the ‘issues’

and going beyond male/female duality. Thus, the challenge is to make sustainable solutions that

creates environment that empowers the woman architect along with their male counterparts and make

the discipline more democratic as well as diversified in the true sense.
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INTEGRATED LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT – A STEP TOWARDS 

SUSTAINABLE  LANDSCAPES

Abstract

The Brundtland Report in 1987 was a major milestone in the history of the movement of

sustainable development. Though the ideas rooted in the concerns for environmental degradation

and that of the resources the report urged the humanity to develop without compromising the

abilities of the future generations to develop. For the same objective the governments in different

developing nations started with Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) that focused and

promoted sector specific approaches and were more oriented towards the policy making agendas

of these countries.

In contrast to the MDGs , the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) adopted by the General

Assembly of the United Nations in September 2015, apply to each country equally and are

oriented towards ensuring environmental sustainability. As stated by the Assembly these goals are

‘Universal Integrated and Transformative’ and the set of these 17 goals are to be achieved by

2030.These SDGs are inter-dependent and linked, such as those related to food security and

nutrition; poverty eradication; sustainable agriculture; water and sanitation; health; climate

adaptation and mitigation; social stability and security; sustainable cities and human settlements;

clean power generation; terrestrial and marine ecosystems and biodiversity; sustainable

production and consumption and so the Assembly members have acknowledged that these SDGs

are to be implemented in an integrated manner.

Because of these inter linkages and complexities of the SDGs, Integrated Landscape Management

can contribute in implementing the SDGs significantly. But since today the mode of involvement

of work in any government organization is very anonymous, we need to understand that this

model has encountered difficulties in the implementation in practice when other stakeholders have

their own priorities or they have their management practices that undermine the single

stakeholder’s decision. Hence, some level of cooperation and coordination within the stakeholders

is required within a landscape for long term sustainability whether economic, ecologic or societal.

Adopting an integrated approach towards the development of a sustainable landscape including

all the stakeholders can help generate solutions and achieve multiple objectives simultaneously.

For instance a cross-districts programme for watershed and catchment area enhancement and

development can stimulate an economic activity, as well as protect the environment, the

biodiversity and the natural resources, empowering the local cultures in becoming a stakeholders

along with the government in maintaining the objective of the sustainable development of that

region.Therefore, by coordinating and encouraging synergies between central, state and local

governments integrated landscape management can create cost efficiencies at multiple level and

hence it can enhance transitional and regional cooperation across ecological, economic and

political boundaries. 8787
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VERTICAL GARDENS AS AN ADAPTATION STRATEGY FOR  URBAN AREAS : 

A REVIEW

Abstract

The constant expansion and intensification of urbanized areas resulting in microclimate deterioration,

high air pollution and dust pollution levels, as well as noise provoking a response and a rise in urban

greenery, is currently observed. In this context, the subject of green walls also known as vertical

gardens subscribes to the notion of sustainable design and its growing popularity manifests the

unbreakable bond between man and nature. One cannot overestimate the importance of green wall

technology, which provides architects with new ecological elevation material, offering an unlimited

number of textures and colour effects, changing according to the time of the day and season, and

sometimes unpredictable even for the designer himself.

Vertical gardening in urbanization area provide ecosystem services in urban areas, including

improved storm-water management, better regulation of building temperatures, reduced urban heat-

island effects, and increased urban wildlife habitat. This article reviews the evidence for these

benefits and examines the interior and exterior space that contributes to overall ecosystem services.

Keywords: vertical garden, green wall, façade, sustainable design, nature, human-being

WHAT IS VERTICAL GARDEN

8888

Figure1:-Residential vertical garden in sketches form (left) and Vertical modular frame structure for 
vertical plantation (right)
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Now a days we all are talking about green and clean environment and this green is related to building

facade, living wall, and vertical freestanding structure. Here we understand about vertical green

garden which is very widely spread all over the world turns to good symbol of sustainable life.

Vertical Garden is also called green wall, living wall, green garden which is totally and partially filled

with vegetation. Including vegetation also filled with some of the soil medium, which depend on the

types of plant and shrubs that we use in any vertical frame. Most Green walls also features as

integrated water system. It is useful to distinguish green walls from Green Facades. We improve

green wall function by understanding the interactions between its ecosystem elements, especially the

relationships among growing media, soil biota, and vegetation, and also use of freestanding frame

and building facade. Further things into green wall maintaining should assess the efficacy of green

garden compared to other maintenance with similar ends, and ultimately focus on estimates of

aggregate benefits at landscape scales.

Figure2:-Fixing of Loose Media Buckets on Vertical Structure.

Vertical grading are the use of vertical stand space to grow flower, vegetable, fruits, herbs etc.

vertical garden cover less space, easy to harvest, easy to install,

Easy to maintain, however the vertical gardens have some limitations which it has to follow.

Vertical gardens need proper wall space in sunny path.

The support structure should have enough stability, rigid and strong.

The structure should be at such height so that it could be maintained by the other party.

The supporting structure design according to the need of green vegetation

Proper soil nutrition is needed for growing garden.

Figure3:- Building cover with vertical landscaping from top to bottom.
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Green wall and green façade will installed because some of the major things they are as follows-they

provide captivating aesthetic look to any of the building wall, they can apply except north façade,

according to the need, they can engender cooler and small area range microclimate which is spread

attached to the building facade surrounding to the building. They can also provide shade to the

building. Such way many other useful benefits are attach or make a path of good example of vertical

gardens, which help deciduous species throughout the year.

Green wall or vertical garden is the term used to refer to all forms of vegetated wall surfaces that

includes a growing medium, such as soil. Most Green walls also work as integrated water system for

vegetation. Vertical Garden gives fresh air and creating good Environment. They are easy to install, it

includes less space in horizontal area and large space in veridical area. Live plants decrease stress

levels, create peaceful ambiance. Reduces CO2 levels and increases oxygen and improved air quality.

Conserves water and watering takes less effort covers up views of plain or ugly walls.

Vertical Gardens lends them to use of green material. They are planted to standing frame or hanging

pots. They may be planted in such an unusual pots as recycled plastics etc. But it can take a lot of

time and hard work. After that this vertical garden looks perfect and beautiful. The vertical Garden

are just one aspect of urban reconciliation ecology.

Vertical garden is not only for building aesthetic, but also provides a sustainable, energy saving,

comfortable and healthy environment for building occupant. It is rooted into the ground, on the wall

or in modular panels attached to the façades. It is also called a system to attach plants to civil

engineering structures and walls of buildings or vertical greened façades are walls that are either

partially or completely covered with vegetation, and they have exuberant green looks.

BENEFITS OF VERTICAL GARDENING

Figure5:- Vertical gardening through in different level with standardized of human figure.(left) and 

Section of standing wall facade filled with vegetation with details (right).

AESTHETICS OPEN SPACE AND URBAN FOOD PRODUCTION.

The living style of urban cities dependent on the availability of green open space, green façade,

which can increment and provide opportunity, recreation or cognation point. Continuously

magnification of urban area the contribution of green, façade, vertical green area to overall green

space should not be underestimated .In inner area of cities most of filled by buildings and buildings

infrastructure that has opportunities for green landscape façade, which is profoundly inhibited green

wall and vertical wall can be utilized for multilevel greenery design that connect with ground level

green space.
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CONCLUSION

Vertical garden is all about indoor and outdoor upwards and up stands design, which is, grow in

vertical straight surfaces. It can applicable on wall of any kind of building.

Vertical garden help to cool the environment .It give fresh air and aesthetic look also insulate the

building too and reduce the cost of air conditioning. Growing plant in the Building can help to filter

air particle and help to control air quality as well as some level of humidity. It also helps to save

water by reducing the need for irrigation and watering.

Here we understand about vertical green garden which is very widely spread all over the world which

is very good symbol of sustainable life. Today, with the rapid growth of industrial cities, where fifty

percent of the world`s population dwell, plants can provide better air quality, in the meantime

sustaining the wellbeing of the environments, human health and the psychological aspect.
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SLUM DWELLERS IN INDIAN CITIES: INDIA

Abstract

Among the many problems associated with urban growth in India, an increase in the proportion of

slums and squatters especially in its 'metros' and other large cities has been prominent. Generally,

such locations are inhabited by the poor and their growth "has often occurred independent of any

surge in prosperity through large- scale industrialization. Hence the level of urbanization (i.e. the

percentage of urban to total population) and the rate of urban expansion (i.e. the percentage increase

in the urban population) may not always be caused by the 'pull' of economic prosperity and

opportunity in the cities; it is sometimes caused by the push from the rural areas due to significant

changes in the mode of production in agriculture... in which there is a steady increase in the

proportion of the rural population who are compelled to seek a living outside agriculture. Even with

variations in their approach and emphasis resulting from the context and cities examined, most

studies recognize the role of migration of the rural poorer sections in search of work and their

frequently joining the lower circuits of the labour market and subsequent living in congested and

degraded spaces within cities. Placed within this context, the present paper is aimed at portraying a

broad economic profile of slum dwellers as well as extent of availability of some essential services

within such localities in the city of Surat in the western Indian state of Gujarat, and through this

provides a broad imagery of the living conditions of the urban poor.
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क्या हो जाता?
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सू्कलआफआनकि टेक्चर बी.बी.डी.

यूनिवनसिटी लखिऊ

...................

आज घर वापसी में एक ररके्शवाला निखा रोज की तरह वही मस्ज़िि वाली सड़क से गुिर रहा था।

सवारी नलए आगे बढ़ा और मस्ज़िि िेख सर झुकाया, सर झुकाया और अपिी आज़था का फजि निभाया।

उसकी आज़था के चलते (शायि) उस खुि िे उसको एक वाहि से लड़ते-लड़ते बचाया। क्या हो जाता

अगर वो सर िही ं झुकता?

क्या हो जाता अगर वो एक बार के नलए भूल जाता?

"ि उसके िसीब का निकािा

ि उसके भूख का

जबसे पैिा हुआ है

उस िासमझ िे केवल

उस पत्थर की मूरत को ही जािा।" 
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SAFE RE-DEVELOPED SPACES FOR SOCIALIZING IN LOCAL MARKETS 

Many retail markets have been in decline over the last 20 years. Typically, local authorities manage

markets, but they have suffered from lack of investment. Councils commonly choose instead to

finance capital programs in higher-priority services, such as education, housing and social services.

Many markets therefore look run-down, with poor facilities. However, the last decade has seen a

steady growth in niche markets: farmers' markets, craft markets, Christmas markets.

Markets are often key sites of public space, offering opportunities for local economic development

and employment, as well as opportunities for social interaction and connection, social inclusion,

mingling of different cultures, and building a sense of local community. Interest is growing in using

markets as a focal point for local regeneration and community initiatives, but to date little is known

about why some markets succeed economically and socially and others do not.

Market are considered to be places where people meet, interact and socialize together. So activity

pattern ,way of recreation as well as their resistance to safety (blasts etc.) are main issues.

Questionnaire, survey, personal observation on site & photographs is methodology chosen for work.

This paper is about following:

Where markets are managed by local authorities, good local management and a strategic vision by the

council could help in their development. It was evident from the research, however, that some

markets do not have a high profile or significant resourcing from councils.

Investigated the extent to which markets operate as social spaces for different groups in the

community, and how different groups use market spaces, as stall-holders and as consumers.

Explored levels of engagement and interaction in markets by different individuals and groups, and to

what extent markets are inclusive or exclusive of different groups

Explored markets' success as vibrant social, economic and cultural spaces in their locale.

Provides conclusions for local authorities on policy and practice for local markets.

Planning for safety(Sply blast resistive planning under code norms).

Inferences taken from the case study of Sarojani Nagar market and Lajpat Nagar market 2 Delhi has

been described. (Non-hierarchical commercial centres at south Delhi).

There is limited national and local policy to encourage and support markets' role as a key social and

economic space for the local community. Markets could play a more significant role in national

policy agendas such as social inclusion, town- center regeneration and healthy eating.

This paper represents safe redevelopment of spaces for socializing of local market.

Key Words: Market, Society, Vibrant Public Spaces, Disaster Management, Blast
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AN APPROACH TOWARDS PLANNING GREEN URBAN DEVELOPMENT

ABSTRACT

With the increasing urbanization and the development of more large-scale cities that has already done

than ever before globally. As a result, the emission of carbon in the atmosphere is also increasing

very rapidly. The world is facing enormous challenges with respect to environmental degradation,

and limiting the use of natural resources in urban areas when it comes to balancing rapid economic

development and environmental protection. To resolve this problem, we have to explore a new

approach to urban development, namely green urban development. This article highlights the various

green urban theories that can be formulated and adopted that may improve the quality of life of the

people in the developed and developing countries.

Key Words: Green Urban Development, Eco-city, Low-carbon city, low-carbon eco-city.

Introduction

During the recent years in China, the high rate of urbanization has taken place which has almost

double the floor space of completed buildings in 2013 as that was in 2007. China’s urbanization rate

had reached to 51.3% and is projected to reach to 75% by 2050 (Li and Yu, 2011). So, more and

more urban infrastructure and services like residential buildings will be needed to satisfy the demands

of city dwellers, resulting in higher energy consumption and associated carbon emissions. Out of the

500 largest cities in China only less than 1% meets the air quality standards recommended by the

World Health Organization, and of the 10 most polluted cities in the world, 7 are in China (Bank,

2012). The country must improve the efficiency of energy use and reducing the intensity of carbon

emissions regarding its urban development. Many research studies confirmed that compact urban

form, and mixed land use, can reduce urban energy consumption (Wang et al., 2014; Dhakal, 2010;

Steemers, 2003;). Further more recent research has shown that differences in income levels,

locations, time, policies, etc. can also lead to different results of energy consumption and associated

carbon emissions in cities (Anderson et al., 1996; Dhakal, 2009; Giuliano and Narayan, 2003). Due to

the complexity of the issue of urban development and the uncertainties related to its future urban

development, there is a critical need to implement “green” city development due to the problems of

environmental pollution, climate change and the scarcity of resources. New approaches to

urbanization have to be adopted to cope up with these issues. In this context, the promotion of green

urban development, i.e. developing eco-cities, low-carbon cities, and low-carbon eco-cities should be

promoted by the government. This article mainly focuses these three new concepts and approaches to

green urban development.

(Li et al., 2012; Price et al., 2013
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Historical green urban development

In the early 1990s, the principle of limiting the scale of large cities and promoting small cities and

towns was adopted as the primary strategy for urbanization in China (Li, 2011). During this period,

many concepts of city development were proposed like Green city, Garden city and National

Environmental Protection Model City by different governments (Liu et al., 2014).

As a result of these concepts, the Chinese government banned the migration from the countryside

(Anderson and Ge, 2005) and follow the principle of limiting large cities in the late 20th century, and

since then there have been few changes in the overall number of Chinese cities (Liu et al., 2014).

When entering into the 21st century, China’s urban development has been under pressure to move

towards a more self-sufficient, energy efficient and environmentally-friendly model. Chinese leaders

have made strong commitments when they recognize the reality of limited resources, environmental

challenges associated with its existing development patterns to reduce the amount of carbon

emissions and have proposed different concepts and approaches to urban development at various

stages. China has proposed more comprehensive green city concepts, the growth of city initiatives in

the post-2000 era and example includes the concept of the eco-city, low-carbon city, and low-carbon

eco-city (Peng, 2010).

2.1 Eco-city

The term “eco-city” first coined by Richard Register in 1987. Richard guided in a visionary book

entitled Eco-city Berkeley for making cities ecological (Register, 1987). Eco-city concerns the natural

and living environment. The concept of Eco-cities was proposed by the MEP (Ministry of

Environmental Protection) in 2003 under the “Eco-City Construction Plan” in China with a revised

version of the standards being issued in 2007 (Baeumler et al., 2009). Recently new eco-city projects

have received international attention that includes Sino-Singapore Tianjin Eco-city, Tangshan Bay

Eco-city and Shenzhen Guangming New District (Yu, 2014). These projects, which are led by the

central, provincial and municipal governments are often high-profile and thus attract considerable

attention and publicity.

2.2 Low-carbon City

The Low-carbon City is a newer concept than the Eco-city. It is more widely used at the international

level to tackle the problem of global climatic change, by reducing the intensity of carbon emissions.

The low-carbon city provides a new approach to sustainable development. The Chinese scholars

introduced the concept of the Low Carbon City based on the research such as the 2003 energy white

paper “Low Carbon Economy” (Department of Trade and Industry, 2003) in the UK and “Low

Carbon Society” in Japan (Ashina et al., 2012). This concept represent a key turning point in the

future development of Chinese cities (Liu et al., 2009), and can be seen as a reaction to the problems

posed by China’s carbon emissions. Many attempts have been made to define the concept and

develop evaluation methodologies worldwide, but due to the lack of no comparable benchmark for all

countries, this has to be done locally). In 2010, the NDRC (National Development and Reform

Commission) has selected five provinces and eight cities as the first pilot projects (Zhou, 2014). More

than 40 cities have since announced that they are planning turn themselves into low-carbon cities,

with even more to come

the action plans are qualitative so they will be difficult to evaluate in the future.
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3.3 Shenzhen Low-Carbon eco-city

Shenzhen city is located in the south of China and severe urbanization process is responsible for the

environmental problems like the scarcity of land and rising population is putting increasing pressure

on the city’s development. Keeping this context in mind, the local and the central government signed

a framework to transform Shenzhen city into China’s first low-carbon eco-pilot city in 2010.

According to the plan, the focus is on exploring the conversion of the city development model and on

planning Low-carbon Eco-city development under local climate conditions (Cales, 2014). The

comprehensive target is to become a Low-carbon Eco-City Pilot that is economically sustainable,

socially harmonious, environment friendly and act as an important role-model in China. The aims are

to establish an intensive and compact city development model, so as to improve the ecological

environment significantly, to increase resource efficiency and to maintain a low level of CO2

emissions (Shenzhen Government, 2011). The development of the low-carbon eco-city in Shenzhen

has been so far unsuccessful because Shenzhen city places more stress on the construction of

infrastructure related to traffic, green belt and waste management, but indicators concerning energy

use and carbon emissions are not included. In addition, the construction of the Shenzhen low-carbon

eco-city should not only be concerned on technologies but also social harmony, e.g., equal

opportunities for all and reducing disparity (Yu, 2014).

Conclusion

The implementation of the green urban planning concept is a very effective strategy to guide low-

carbon urban development. The low-carbon eco-city development can provide a new approach to

green urban development in developed and developing countries. Eco-cities follow the harmonious

development between humanity and nature. The system of urban planning in China is hierarchical

and has proven to be effective in achieving national economic growth, but lacks coordination

between different institutions. It has restricted the implementation of green urban development plans.

The Tangshan Bay Eco-city is an example of the failure to attract investment from the market, which

leads to reliance on investment from the local government. Thus, the strategy should be developed

and implemented like that the coordination between different institutions should be effective so that

implementation of green urban development plans should not be hindered. At the same time the

application of green and ecological technologies can also help to reduce the consumption of fossil-

fuels resulting in the reduced carbon emissions and ultimately reduction in the environmental

pollution.
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2.3 Low-carbon Eco-city

This is actually a combination of the existing concepts of a low-carbon city and eco-city.

Low-carbon city highlights the two core issues of energy efficiency and environmental

protection. The idea of Low-carbon City is not new for China, as it was started and used by

the government in the mid-1990s, but it was for the first time in 2007 that environmental

issues were also included in the party’s political report. (MEP, 2007). Since then, the concept

of low-carbon eco-city campaign has been launched with the widespread discussions at

different levels of government, academia and public life on how the idea should be

implemented (Qiu, 2009; Liu, 2010). In 2009, the Low-carbon Eco-city was formally

promoted by MOHURD (Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development) as an

approach to “eco-civilization”.

Case studies

In China the Tangshan Bay Eco-city, Baoding low-carbon city, and Shenzhen low-carbon eco-
city has already been developed and briefly analyzed below.
Tangshan Bay Eco-city

The Chinese and Swedish both government proposed in 2007 and Tangshan Bay eco-city

occupies 74 km2 (Caofeidian New Area Tangshan Bay Eco-city Administrative Committee

2012). This city adopts the strategic land-use and green transportation integration and

provides the city of short distance (Ma, 2009). To achieve these goals, Tangshan Bay Eco-

city was planned to adopt a mixed land-use plan which assures that the city would be more

compact and was also designed to be a transit-oriented development (TOD). For example,

the city centre and sub-centre are linked by a light rail system and BRT (bus rapid transit).

These approaches forces the peoples of the city to fully dependent on public transportation,

and thus automobile trip distances will be reduced. Therefore, the city will have lower fuel

consumption. Tangshan Bay eco-city is struggling to survive (Liu, 2013) due to the

problems at the implementation stage. The problems may be connected to a failure to attract

investment from the market, and instead an over-reliance on local government investment.

This has led to a situation where the investment stopped during the implementation of the

project, and an unclear development strategy, which is also linked to the failure of

investment. (Yu, 2014).

3.2 Baoding Low carbon city

Baoding is situated in 140 km south of Beijing, one of the largest city in Hebei Province.

The Baoding city was announced to become a City of Solar Energy by its government as a

short-term aim. Due to this, city was selected by the WWF (World Wide Fund for Nature) as

one of the pilot projects for exploring the development of low-carbon cities. Apart from the

environmental protection in the plan, it also includes retrofitting buildings as low-carbon

demonstration projects that incorporate technologies such as solar-driven lighting systems,

and building management systems (Li et al., 2012). The plan also requires all public

buildings in the city to be retrofitted before 2020. Better building energy efficiency can be

achieved by the integration of technology into building designs. On the other hand, the plan

puts more emphasis on environmental aspects.
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बचपन
निशा भारती (2nd yr student)

सू्कलआफआनकि टेक्चर बी.बी.डी.
यूनिवनसिटी लखिऊ

एक बचपि का जमािा था, नजसमे खुनशयो का खजािा था
चाहत चॉि को पािे की थी, पर निल नततली का निवािा था.... 
खबर िा थी कुछ सुबहा की, िा शाम का निकािा था....

थककरआिा सू्कल से, पर खेलिे भी जािा था..
मॉ की कहािी थी, पररयो का फसािा था....

बाररश मे कागज की िाव थी, हर मौसम सुहािा था..
रोिे की वजह िा थी, िा हसिे का बहािा था...
कू्य हो गये हम इतिे बडे, इससे अच्छा तो,
वो बचपि का जमािा था...
वो बचपि का जमािा था...
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GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM (GIS) TECHNOLOGY  FOR      

DISASTER MANAGEMENT

Abstract

Natural disasters are sudden unexpected events that cause environmental, financial and human loss.

These events include avalanches, blizzards, drought, earthquake, extreme heat or cold, hurricanes,

landslides, tornados, volcano eruption, etc. Various disasters like earthquakes, landslides, floods,

fires, tsunamis, volcanic eruptions and cyclones are natural hazards that kill lots of people and destroy

property and infrastructures every year. Geographic information system (GIS) technology plays a

critically important role in identifying emergency management activities. Government at all level has

primary responsibility for emergency management. Geographic information system delivers all data

to the emergency management. These technologies have been the object of substantial interest for all

countries and bodies concerned with space and in exacting emergency services and disaster

management.

Here emergency can be said to as course of event that endangers or adversely effects people, property

or the environment. An emergency becomes a disaster when it exceeds a capability of the local

resources to manage it. During the disaster prevention stage, GIS is used in managing the huge levels

of data required for National level

State level

District level

Block level

Ward or village level

Site investigation scale

GIS allows for the combination of different kinds of data using models. It allows for the combination

of the different kinds of spatial data with non-spatial data, attribute data and use them as useful

information in the various stages of disaster management.

The rapid increase of the population and its increased concentration, often in hazardous environment,

has escalated both the frequency and severity of natural disasters.

In the present context, due to scientific advances, it has become easier to carry out these operations

efficiently. Techniques like satellite imagery and GIS help to identify areas that are disaster prone,

zoning them according to risk magnitudes, inventory populations and assets at risk, and simulating

damage scenarios. These tools are even useful in managing disasters as they provide instant access to

information required in management decisions.

Keywords: Hazards, Data, Disaster, Environment, Population
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ARCHITECTURAL JOURNEY (FIRST CLIENT MEETING)
Starting practice is the biggest dream of an Architecture pass out in my case the day come little 

early as I got my first client during my thesis time. Starting career as an Architect gives a feeling 

of happiness simultaneously a lot of things are happening in my stomach for the first client 

meeting scheduled tomorrow.

Good morning starts with little nervousness as today is going to be big day for my life recalling 

all my bye-laws and standards for the meeting…………and meeting starts with an introduction 

series taking me into my back days of the first year to give introduction to our seniors and 

professors with so many hiccups the same hesitation still persists as the client age is like my 

professor and I am just 23. And the client introduction is always very short but within five 

minutes of talk, he will define a relationship with everyone like your father's friend is my uncle 

etc. etc.…….

Coming back to the work client started its design lecture what to design how to design like a 

professor ending with almost five years of topic covering form social to sustainable architecture 

and the most important finance……. Every minute of the meeting is like one hour lecture of my 

class time and the condition is reversed form enjoying in classes to serious listening to reply 

perfectly. Meeting reaching towards its serious node as the question answer round starts after the 

guest lecture like……….

“ma'am budget Kitna Hoga” I referred my mind to estimation class but not able to find the 

answer ended with saying will give u proper detailed report” again Kitna eaata (brick), 

cement Saria lagega girwale Abhi sasta hai soch rahe hai. Me-

kya bataye Mann mai Yahi tha sab Aaj he pooch lega kya.

When this man stops this KBC round, simultaneously criticizing our shelf for not attentive in my 

classes time, thousands of questions and noble thoughts of my professors roaming in my small 

mind like a client is a master of all trades that’s why he becomes able to be a client (agreed my 

teachers).

I am hoping this meeting is about to over, no no no…. still, the second half is left that is purely 

dedicated to clients wife and his mama, tau ji’s opinion. In the beginning it I said pls pls come 

with your wife and all in the next meeting else with it will never over. A client with a smile you 

are right ma’am.

The meeting is about to end but still my mind is not satisfied, still feeling nervous why I don’t 

know but yes I am nervous on that day after spending five years in Architecture. The main 

reason I found as a student that time is not taking all subject seriously as I can. A single half an 

hour meeting covers all five years topics of architecture. That day I promised my self not to take 

anything lightly as for as concern with Architecture. The project completed in almost one year 

with lots of mixed movement, the client and we both become an architect and that newly born 

Architect client becomes an uncle, tauji to suggest/disturb you in the future to other Architects
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ARCHITECTURAL JOURNALISM- AS A NICHE AND MAINSTREAM

ABSTRACT

Architecture journalism as any kind of journalism is reporting the new advances in the

architectural world, existing unknown and hidden facts and interesting concepts of buildings,

innovative designs. In short documenting anything related to architecture can be termed as

architecture journalism. The various articles we read in design magazines about the buildings,

space planning, reporting architectural conferences, reporting about various architectural

colleges, new architects, etc, all fall under this category. Reporting for an architectural journal,

also have the kinds of close associations with architects that will get us closer to a career as a

professional reporter on architecture or other visual arts. To a large extent, architectural

journalism affects the way the infrastructure of a society develops, because architecture is less

about the design of buildings and more about an attitude towards life.

KEYWORDS: Journalism, communication skills, Visual elements, legitimate architectural

course, internship, critical perspectives, fashionable subject, limitations, difficulties and validity,

nuances of design, construction techniques, building materials.

INTRODUCTION

Architectural Journalism is a niche of writing about architecture and design. The

writers/journalists who write articles and cover events for magazines and websites, related to

this domain thus specialize in Architectural Journalism. Very often, architects and designers

with a flair for writing pursue Architectural Journalism. They get an advantage while

commenting on a work of architecture or a design philosophy. However, a basic sense of

aesthetics and adequate reading on the subject helps in understanding design concepts well

enough to be able to develop one's care kind of journalism is reporting the new advances in the

architectural world, existing unknown and hidden facts and interesting concepts of buildings,

innovative designs.

Documenting anything related to architecture can be termed as architecture journalism. The

various articles we read in design magazines about the buildings, space planning, reporting

architectural conferences, reporting about various architectural colleges, new architects etc, all

fall under this category.

PASSIONATE ARCHITECTS IN THE FIELD OF JOURNALISM

Anyone with a passion in architecture or buildings has the potential of contributing in

architecture journalism.er in this niche of journalism. the field encompasses thorough research

and involvement in the latest construction techniques, building materials, specialized services,
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the coverage of architectural seminars, conferences, features, forms, the analysis of building

structures and a lot more. Anyone who chooses a field that has lesser visibility needs to be

surely passionate about the subject to be able to hold himself/herself when there are moments

when the non-visibility might affect us. Apart from that, good communication skills (written as

well as verbal), the need to take initiatives and network, a good exposure to world architecture,

understanding how to interpret architecture, lots of reading, being aware and being attentive to

EMPLOYED AROUND THE WORLD
what is happening around is important.

CHARACTERISTICS OF DESIGN JOURNALISM

What is the first thing us look for when flipping through yours favorite magazine” Probably the

pictures. Visual elements are a key feature of design journalism. Space plans and photographs

help us visualize a space, show the interaction of design features, and provide ideas for yours

own projects. It would be hard to have design journalism without these visuals.

SCOPE OF ARCHITECTURAL JOURNALISM

The scope of architectural journalism is only visible to those who wish to see it. It is widely

accepted as a legitimate architectural course, and a few institutes abroad even offer a Master's

degree in the subject. While the scope in other countries is definitely large as compared to India,

times are changing -- the Internet now reaches out all across the world, and using it as a

medium, anyone can pursue writing for architectural publications or websites. The number of

architectural journals being published in India is also on the rise. And why look only to

journals? Full-fledged writers can focus on regular architectural features in regional and national

newspapers, while amateurs can document the limitations, difficulties and validity of a career in

the field.

WHO IS DESIGN JOURNALISM?

Do we ever wonder who writes the project articles and industry news us read about each month”

Are they designers who write or trained journalists who like design” Does it really matter” It

does because what they write and their effectiveness has a huge impact on how the profession is

viewed.When it comes to qualifications for writing about interior design, the ability to write well

is most important. However, a willingness to learn and an interest in the field are also necessary.

“A writer without skills might as well not write at all, but journalists aren’t going to get all the

nuances of design”. “The ideal is training in both professions.” This combination, however, is

almost too perfect, so publications have to dependon the next best alternative. Editors agree that

a background in design is a bonus, not a requirement.

ROAD MAP FOR ARCHITECTURAL JOURNALISM

Having qualifications in architecture helpsto become an architectural journalist by proving the

expertise to understand all of what goes into building design.

Acquire the right architectural / interior design degrees. A college degree is often a

necessity for someone who wants to become an architectural journalist.

Start building journalistic qualifications. Qualifications for becoming a journalist also

involve a college degree in print media or a related discipline.

Get internships if possible. One of the best ways to enter a field like journalism is to get

involved in an internship with a company directly out of college, or during the term of a college

career. An internship may help us get a foot in the door of yours desired field. Those who have

gone on to become architecture journalists or reporters in the past often started with an unpaid

internship at a newspaper or other publication.

.
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Work with architects. In becoming involved in the field, yours can build more of
the skills and expertise that we will need to report on the architectural field in the
future.

Use architects as sources. To able to break into architectural journalism from a

more general newspaper or magazine assignment. Part of this is through identifying

architects as sources for a general story, then maintaining and developing those contacts

into a closer relationship

Presentation clips. As in any kind of journalism, yours published clips will be a major part of

yours effort to secure future jobs in reporting. Show off any specialized clips relating to

building projects, architecture or a related field. Leverage general journalistic assignments.

It's important to know that a variety of different reporting jobs provide peripheral focus on

architecture. For example, a municipal reporter may report on various stages of building plan

approval, view blueprints and talk to public engineers. An arts reporter may report on gallery

buildings as part of an overall assignment. Any of these types of journalistic jobs can lead us

closer to specialized reporting on an architectural project.

Approach publications. Send query letters to architectural journals and public interest

magazines as possible to grow a list of contacts and maximize the possibilities for future projects

in the precise field of architecture reporting.

The Architectural Journalism via Architectural Review (AR) will provides with a

curated selection of the freshest, most innovative, best architectural ideas in the world, which

will inspire yours own projects and keep us at the top of yours game. The AR visits the

buildings they publish, and scours the globe for the rarest gems in architecture, presenting them

with drawings, plans and insightful commentary. The AR also gives us access to an online

searchable archive organized by building type, material and location, including plans, critiques

and typology reports which will give us a sound understanding of the very best techniques being

ACCESS TO THE BEST ARCHITECTURAL IDEAS

A curate selection of the freshest, most innovative best architectural ideas in the world, which

will inspire us own projects and keep us at the top of yours game.

INCISIVE BUILDING STUDIES

Be inspired by stunning coverage of the world’s most significant buildings with rigorous

critiques, superb photography and comprehensive drawings.
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TYPOLOGY REPORTS
Every month at the AR we examine how wider changes are affecting particular building 

types and how to make them work for us.

ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW ARCHIVE
Get highlights from the AR archive which will provide us with the long view of 

buildings once new and still standing.

FILMS & PODCASTS

As well as getting access to the world’s most influential architects and thinkers through

exclusive filmed interviews, we also give us access to filmed revisits, so we get to see how

different buildings around the world have been approached and if they do the right job. The

Architectural Review will:
Broaden our views with critical perspectives and stimulating opinions that will make us think

more deeply about architecture

Enhance our creativity and inspire us with in-depth, beautifully illustrated critiques of

significant buildings from around the world

Provide us with compelling insights from leading architects, critics and cultural

commentators, including FarshidMoussavi, Peter Cook and Michael Sorkin

Give us insight into how other architects have approached complex issues and the
reasons why certain choices were made
Examines how wider changes are affecting particular building types and how to make them

work for us

CONCLUSION

As this field is growing very fast and over the years the growth has been good and positive.

Over the years she has heard from hundreds of students and even practicing architects who want

to get into it.“As many as 11- 12 architectural colleges in India already have it as an elective, but

yes, much needs to be done to regularize the curriculum, to bring in faculty who know the

‘subject’ and know what to teach. It cannot be just a ‘fashionable’ subject.”The subject has

depth and only those who understand it, can teach it. We have been trying to talk with the

Council of Architecture in India, and the other Architect’s bodies in India. They are encouraging

and feel the need to take the subject to more students. But stringent measures need to be taken to

make the field a mainstream subject.
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तेरे लक्ष्य से भटकाने वाला, कौन तुझको मिला है ?   

आनकि टेक्ट शैलेश कुमार यािव

सू्कलआफआनकि टेक्चर

बी.बी.डी. यूनिवनसिटी लखिऊ

ललकारता है कौि तुझको? तोडिे पर तुला है

तेरे लक्ष्य से भटकािे वाला,कौि तुझको नमला है?

तू जरा अब सोच ले, तेरी भी कोई शाि है

इस समाज मे तेरी, अपिी कोई पहचाि है

सम्भाल अपिे आप को, असनतत्व तेरा नहला है

तेरे लक्ष्य से भटकािे वाला,कौि तुझको नमला है? 

हे मेरे िेश के होिे वाले भनवश्य, सोचिा नबचारिा छोड िे

अपिी डगमगाती िैया को, अच्छी निशा मे मोड िे

तू वति का फूल है, इसके नलये ही स्खला है

तेरे लक्ष्य से भटकािे वाला,कौि तुझको नमला है

सब्मिशन तो कर देंगे
आनकि टेक्ट शैलेश कुमार यािव

सू्कलआफआनकि टेक्चर

बी.बी.डी. यूनिवनसिटी लखिऊ

हमिे अब सबको िेख नलया, सब हमसे केवल कह िेंगे
िुखी िही हो जािा सर, सस्ममशि तो कर िेंगे

आज नडजाइिकल कंस्ट्रक्शि, बट डर ाइंग मे िा काम करें गे
पूरीक्लासको बंककरा, घर बैिे आराम करें गे
अगले निि हमसे नमलिे पर, ये नफर से हमसे कह िेंगे
िुखी िही हो जािा सर, सस्ममशि तो कर िेंगे

नडजाईि सस्ममशिकी डेट पर, ये गायब ही हो जाते हैं
अगले निि हमसे नमलिे पर, ये नफर से बहािे बिाते हैं
शमि िहीआती इिको, हर बार ये िाटककरिे से
िीपककब तकजल सकता है? आंधी के चलते रहिे से

शमि तो अब खुि को अाायेगी, जो गवि से इतिा कह िेंगे

बाररश हो या हो तूफाि, सस्ममशि तो कर िेंगे

INSPIRING WRITERS
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नीड का मनिााण

आनकि टेक्ट आमोि चमि कनटहा

सू्कल आफआनकि टेक्चर

बी.बी.डी. यूनिवनसिटी लखिऊ

नघरिे लगी हैं बिनलयॉ, बिले रंग हैं आकाश के

िीड का निमािण कर ले, बचे चार निि चौमास के

घिघोर तूफािों की कोई आहटें होती िही

नबजनलयॉ नगरिे से पहले बात भी करती िही ं

चले कालचक्र अिवरत्, नकसको पता निि िाश के

िीड का निमािण कर ले....

चहंु ओर बािलआ नगरे, जबब्याप्त होगा तम घिा

तू सत्या की बाती को लेकर, ज्ञाि का िीपक बिा

अंनधयारे मे तो और संुिर, जलते निये नबश्वास के

िीड का निमािण कर ले....

कुछ पंूजी संनचत कर अभी,आपात का नकसको पता

नफर नकसको िेगा िोष तू, नकसकी निकालेगा खता

जलरानश तेरे सामिे,आगे हैं सब निि प्यास के

िीड का निमािण कर ले....

हर कायि करले काल पर, उद्धमको उद्दत हो सिा

नजसका नजसे हो बॉट िे,क्यों बोझ सर पर हो लिा

हो स्वयं पर निभिर सिा,कब कायि उत्तम िास के

िीड का निमािण कर ले....

जीतिे को सारा जग, छूिे को ऊचे नगरर नशखर

जो िाम ले संसार भर,करिा हो तो कुछ ऐसा कर

कुछ भी असंभव तो िही,ं बस ह्रिय सं्पििआस के

िीड का निमािण कर ले....

INSPIRING WRITERS
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िैं जोतता आकाश था

आनकि टेक्ट आमोि चमि कनटहा

सू्कलआफआनकि टेक्चर

बी.बी.डी. यूनिवनसिटी लखिऊ

नवस्तार नवसृ्तत िीघि अिभुत

मैं जोतता आकाश था

हल सुिहरा शे्वत अश्वों से सु-सनज्जत

एक कर मे अश्व-रजू्ज एक मे पकडा कमल

फल भेिता िीला सुरगआकाश था

गृह नपण्ड उल्कअाोां के िल करें पररक्रमण

लघु िीघि सूयि सैकडो थे प्रज्जवनलत

शीतल सुगंनधत मंि वायु कर रही कलरव निरंतर

इंद्रधिुषी रंग प्रसु्फनटत था िहाया व्योम् का पथ आवरण

अश्व-रजू्ज के तनिक अााघात से हलफल नविीणि कर रहा आकाश था

जब अश्व धावें व्योम् पर का अग्रपथ

शे्वत सघि धूम्र उगले निरंतर हल का फल

सैकडों तारे नसतारे यंू उकेरे

अब तक पडा था उि पर मरूआवरण

संघात फल का अब हुआ एक बीज से

सहसा उसी क्षण अश्व थे निज पथ अनडग

नवसृ्मत से मस्तक से टपक एक से्वि कण

जा नगरा उस बीज की लघु िानभ पर

कोनट अंकुर फूट फैले क्षण मे िीले व्योम पर

पल मे हुअ िीलाम्बर बहुरंग सा

नकतिी ही शाखों से शाखें नकतिे ही बहुनवनध पुष्प थे

िीला था जो व्योम अब तक हो गया अब हररतमय

झांकते सूरज नसतारे इस सघि बनगया के पीछे

लग रहा ऐसे है हुआ हररतमय शंृ्गार जैसे

था जग हररत वायु हररत सृनि हररत

जैसे ईश्वर मे हररत रंग का वास था

मैं जोतता आकाश था
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कुसूर

अिुशा (1st yr student)

सू्कलआफआनकि टेक्चर

बी.बी.डी. यूनिवनसिटी लखिऊ

क्या यही कुसूर है मेरा की मैं आपकी *नबनटया* हूँ?

आज जाििा चाहती है वो।

नसमट कर रहे गए थे उस नपता के अरमाि

जब वो पैिा हुई उस शाम।

माूँ िे तो उसके नलए अपिे हृिय में घरौिंा बिाया था।

पर क्यों नपता िे केवल उसको वो आखरी बार सीिे से लगाया था?

माूँ िे तो हर रोज उसके खािे के डबे्ब में अपिा प्यार छुपाया था।

पर क्यों नपता िे घर से सू्कल तक उसका बस्ता भी ि उिाया था?

"आस्खर,

क्या कुसूर है मेरा बाबूजी?"

आज पूछ रही है वो।

आज कोस रही है वो उस उप्पर वाले को

नजसिे उसको बड़ी नशिित से बिाया था।

TO PREVIOUS TIME
NISHA BHARTI  

(2ND YR. STUDENT)
SAP BBDU

Life is too short to wake up in the morning
with regrets.

So love the people who treat you right
and forget about the ones who don't....

and believe

That everything happens for a reasons....
If you get a chance - take it;
If it changes your life- let it;

Nobody said that if would be easy....

They just promised
If would be worth it.
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GOLDEN  MEMORIES OF S.A.P 

BATCH 1999-2004 (FOUNDER BATCH)

BATCH 2000-2005

BATCH 2003-2008

BATCH 2002-2007
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GOLDEN  MEMORIES OF S.A.P 

MIX BATCH 2004-2009 &2005-2010

BATCH 2001-2006

MEMORIES

2006

CONVOCATION

GETTING

DEGREE AND

GOLD MEDAL

BY MR. T.V.

RAJESWAR

(GOVERNOR)
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